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ABSTRACT
THE USE OF A TRACKING TEST BATTERY IN THE
QUANTITATIVE EVALUATION OF NEUROLOGICAL FUNCTION
Brian Stephen Repa
In the present research, a number of tracking tasks that have proven
useful to control engineers and psychologists measuring skilled perfor-
mance have been evaluated for clinical use. Normal subjects as well
as patients with previous diagnoses of Parkinson's disease, multiple
sclerosis, and cerebral palsy were used in the evaluation. The tests
that were studied included step tracking, random tracking, and critical
tracking.
A position control stick with negligible dynamics and a large
range of movement was employed to keep response limitations imposed
'by the equipment to a minimum. An over-size display screen with large
vertical lines for target and follower helped to reduce the effects of
any patient visual problems. The standard quantitative performance
measures, reaction time and movement time, integrated absolute error,
and estimated effective time delay, were used.
The tests were administered to a group of young normals, ages 18 to
21, and to a group of older normals, ages 50 to 74, to obtain quantitative
standards against which patient performance could be compared and to
assess the importance of age, sex, learningi and hand dominance on
performance. Ten of the older normals participated in a test-retest
study to determine reliability measures. Five of the six tracking indices
had reliability coefficients significantly different from zero at or
above the 5% level. Learning effects, measured with the same subjects,
were not statistically significant.
Significant differences in performance with age were found for the
step reaction time and step movement time measures. These differences
were attributed to a more cautious'approach taken by the older subjects.
While males tended to perform better than females, statistically signifi-
cant differences were observed only for the movement time measures in the
young normal group and were attributed to large differences in strength.
No differential effects for right versus left handed performance were
noted in a sub-group of 8 young normals.
A factor analysis of the new tracking measures and selected measures
from two established, quantitative clinical Itest batteries, the CQNE
-(Clinical-Quantitative-Neurological-Exam.ination). and the..SADIE. (Simulated
Activities of Daily Living Examination)! was !> performed using 20 young
111
normals. The analysis demonstrated that the tracking measures were
comprehensive in that each of them loaded heavily on a different factor.
In addition, integrated absolute error was found to measure a factor
identified as Rate Control which was previously lacking in 'the CQNE.
As an evaluation of practical utility the tracking test battery was
used in a drug trial designed to compare the efficacy of amantadine versus
placebo in treating 28 parkinsonian patients already receiving optimal
doses of L-DOPA. The tracking measures provided information that was
useful in detecting modest but statistically significant changes in
motor performance. The findings were verified by comparison with more
established qualitative and quantitative measures of performance, in-
cluding the professional opinion of two attending neurologists.
Phase plane diagrams of step tracking responses and power spectral
density functions of random tracking error provided dramatic pictorial
characterizations of the performance of patients with movement dis-
orders. Both techniques offer a compact way of describing tracking
behavior while still retaining the important features of the actual
movement patterns involved. The phase plane method, in particular,
appears to offer promise for objectively evaluating intention tremor.
The results of the present experiments encourage the continued
use of tracking tasks as assessment procedures in a clinical environ-
ment. They have proven to be reliable, valid, and sensitive measures
of neurological function.
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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
Approaches to the Study of Movement Disorders
The capacity of man's raotor system plays a prominent role in deter-
mining the effectiveness v/ith which he carries out his daily activities
and responsibilities. The problems presented by patients with neuro-
logical disorders are many, and some of the most devastating are those
involving movement control. The symptoms may include involuntary
abnormalities or simply a reduction in normal movements. The evaluation
of motor disabilities has received increased attention during the last
few years with a number of approaches being used to assess the functional
capacity of patients with neurological disorders.
First, there is the skilled but subjective approach of the clinical
neurologist using the standard neurological examination. This examina-
tion includes evaluations of mental state, coordination, gait, and
equilibrium, sensation, reflexes, the motor^ system, and the cranial
nerves. The sum total of the patient's pe:
;> j
separate categories is referred to .as his
the
the
int
fac
for
at
standard examination, evaluation of
patient's subjective responses and
rpretation. Judgments are made by the
'• I
formance on each of these
ors as the patient's strength andl codrliiation and are then recorded
the purpbse of comparison w
ther times. While the neur
th j
\neurological function. In
mijlcr capacity is based upon
neurologist's qualitative
rieurologist concerning such
from similar examinations
)logist{ ji&jj ii ually able to classify a
given neurological function of the patient into broad categories such
as supernormal, normal, and abnormal (mild, moderate, or severe), he
often has difficulty in detecting small but significant changes in the
patient's condition over time. Certain aspects of patient function,
such as gait and associated movements, can be routinely measured in a
subjective manner even though they do not, at the present time, lend
themselves readily to objective measures. However, objective measures,
when available, are more precise than subjective ones and are especially
useful when small changes in performance are expected.
Batteries of sensory-motor performance tests have thus become in-
creasingly popular as a means of evaluating neurological abilities.
These tests achieve considerable objectivity by using highly restricted
responses that are readily counted or timed. For example, hand speed,
reaction time, and hand steadiness are all fairly easy to measure
objectively with the result that they are; far more precise than when
measured in a subjective manner. However, most objective tests of
motor performance are concerned with the completion of a specific task
or the number of tasks completed in a given interval of time with little
concern for how the' outcome is achieved. The Purdue Pegboard is typical;
and it requires 1iat the subject pick up a series of small pegs, move
them, and then place them into a row of small holes. The number of
pegs so placed wiithin a given period ofjtime is measured; but the process
of picking up a peg, moving it, and:placing it is not examined in detail.
Thus, while tests like the Purdue 3egbo
that are useful in detecting small 'jehan
grossly definejthe motor act itself
provide quantitative.measures
I |
 ( |
si in performance, tHeyj only i
Another approach to the evaluation of motor performance makes use
of activities of daily living, such as putting on a shirt, squeezing
toothpaste, and using a fork. Performance is measured by recording the
amount of time it takes the patient to accomplish the simulated task.
Since the tasks can be performed in various ways with various types of
movements and since they are dependent on a number of factors such as
strength, speed, and coordination, they too provide only a gross
measure of performance. However, they do specifically measure functions
that are of great importance to the patient and represent"the ultimate
in face validity.
Other approaches have utilized motion pictures of patients performing
specified tasks. Many of these approaches are just minor extensions
of the standard neurological examination, however, and involve movie
ratings by a panel of neurologists instead of a single examiner, The
industrial engineering technique of motion time study breaks a motion
sequence into basic elements such as reaching, grasping, and moving
and then determines from the filmed actions the time required for each
of the elements. While this approach is mo
•' IItimed scores, it still fails to capture man
raovi
feat ores of the above approaches while £
-tag4s is that of tracking. This typei of .tasv
var
mat
nent disorders.
analytic than using raw
yi of the basic features of
A category of sensory-motor tests thatj retains many of the useful
voiding most of their Idisadvan-
ety of precisely described Stimulus ,»se<fu
had in some way by the subject'js jiij
allows the use of a wide
nces which are to be
ements. The subject is
required to perform continuous movements graded along various spatial
and temporal dimensions, and it is a breakdown in the spatial-temporal
organization of movements that is a characteristic of many neurological
disorders. The movements required in a tracking task are a compromise
between highly restricted movements which make response processes
difficult to study and highly unrestricted ones which result in recording
and scoring difficulties. Furthermore, the standard tracking apparatus
provides complete access to the stimulus and response records for both
on-line and off-line analysis and quantitative as well as qualitative
interpretations.
Introduction to Tracking
Basically, all tracking tasks require motor responses that bring
an output signal into correspondences with an input signal. In the
majority of tracking tasks, input information is displayed visually on
a cathode ray tube (CRT). The output is from a system that is controlled
manually by the subject through a control stick which is typically
operated by the hand or arm. A general representation of a tracking
system is shown in Figure 1.1. The subject is referred to as the human
operator because can be viewed as an information processing system
operating on sensory inputs in order to produce an appropriate motor
of the human operator is to bring the system outputoutput. The task
into" agreement "with"" an- "input quantity known -as. the_ system_fprcing
function or target signal. The system
of a controlled element or plant vtiich
tial equation. Since the output c
ixitput is a measure of the output
I I Iay be described by a.diifferen-
cntrolled element is fedjback
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to the Input, the system is known as a closed loop control system. If
the operator is presented with a display screen showing only the error
between the system output and the system forcing function, the task is
called compensatory tracking. If both the forcing function and the
system output are displayed individually, the task is referred to as
pursuit tracking. The operator controls the output of the plant by
means of a control stick or manipulator which, like the plant, can also
be described in terms of a differential equation. The operator thus
serves as a continuous controller who perceives the system error,
determines a course of action, and then communicates his decision to
the system by an appropriately controlled muscular response.
Tracking research was initiated out of practical necessity, i.e.,
certain facts about how the human behaved as a tank turret operator and
anti-aircraft gunner during World War II were required in making practical
engineering design decisions. The tracking task made it possible to
study rather precisely the combined sensory, decision-making, and motor-
behavior of a human subject as a component in a closed-loop control system.
Tracking was soon applied to aircraft control and more recently to auto-
mobile and spacecraft control. As a result, an extensive and sophisticated
methodology for studying tracking behavior is now in existence (two good
survey papers are Summers and Ziedman, 1964 and Young and Stark, 1965).
The input ancl output signals as well as the general nature of the
tracking task are operationally well defined and experimentally • controllable
' •' •As a result, psychologists and phy^ologi
a vehicle for s'tudying man's basic
ts have turned to tracking as
! • '
notor performance capabilities.
In fact, the potential of tracking tasks for use in clinical applications
has been recognized for many years. A number of investigators have
demonstrated the usefulness of these tasks in drug research and in
measuring the performance of patients with neurological disorders.
Stark and lida (1961) were among the first to use tracking tasks in
studying patients with neurological disorders. Working with a group
of 20 parkinsonian patients, they performed a series of experiments
including random compensatory tracking and step tracking. Comparisons
made between normals and patients indicated that the motor performance
of the patients was severely restricted. The main interest of the
investigators was to obtain a model for predicting the important features
of parkinsonism, and their efforts were not directed to practical clinical
cons iderat ions.
Webster (1960, 1966) and others have developed control sticks which
are used to manipulate the subject's arm in order to measure muscular
rigidity. The same type of device can also be used to measure tremor
|
and rapid alternating movements. Webster .has also used a secondary
~ r
pursuit tracking task to keep patients alerjt and to divert their atten-
tio while rigidity measures were beingjtdken on their free arm; and
. Pi !format
I
he ound significant improvement in per
aft
sho
of
rot< tion to quantify coordinates move n
I i• u-
r drug therapy and brain surgery while
ed only minimal improvement
! I . '
Johns and Draper (1964a,b) have
n arc-lice . array of neon lanps ancra
!nce with parkinsonian patients
standard clinical tests
;tep tracking device compose 1
iter controlledj by wrist
. both normals as well as
8parkinsonian patients. They reported that the major defect of parkinsonism
lay in reduced velocity of motion although reaction time was also delayed
somewhat. The effect of a variety of drugs on this disorder was also
reported.
Angel, et al. (1970, 1971) also tested parkinsonian patients with
a. step tracking task, but they purposely elicited false moves by
periodically reversing the control/display polarity. Error correction
times were found to be significantly longer for patients than for normals
and during treatment with L-DOPA were found to be more sensitive to small
changes in neurological function than either movement time or reaction
time.
In a recent random tracking study by Bowen5 Hoehn, and Yahr (1972),
parkinsonian patients were required to track a moving target light with
i
a photocell attached to their index finger. While this technique uses
a simple time off target scoring procedure and can not be administered
to patients exhibiting severe tremor, it does represent the ultimate in
keeping movement restrictions imposed by the equipment to a minimum.
The authors found patient performance to be significantly worse than
that of a normal control group. Of more importance, however, comparison
of the performance of patients with primarily unilateral symptoms with
that of patients with nonlateralized symptoms suggested to the authors
! jj
that the right hemisphere plays a more important role in visuospatial
ability than the left hemisphere.
Eye tracking has been investi
i
(1971a,b) who have found that the
, ' j i
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;atedin
ifiarac
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movements are essentially the same for parkinsonian patients and normals
f
except for the tendency of patients to make smaller saccades requiring
subsequent corrections. However, when rapid, alternating eye movements
between two fixed visual targets were required, it was found that the
patients took about twice as long as normal to complete a cycle of the
task. It was suggested that the impairment of oculomotor performance
*;
'•?
—appeared similar to that in the skeletal motor system of parkinsonian
patients. ••;-;
Eye-tracking was also investigated in a pilot study of cerebral
.;;
palsied children by Shackel and his associates (Shackel, et al., 1962).
Grouping the data together for both saccadic and pursuit tasks, the
cerebral palsied children were found to perform 50 percent worse than
the control groups. Scoring was based on the number of saccades required
to move from one point to the next and the average number of saccadic
movements and the percentage of time off target during a pursuit task,
Another interesting finding was that eye tracking performance correlated
with age for both experimental and control groups indicating a long-term
development of eye tracking as a sensory motor skill.
Work in this laboratory (Albers, et al., 1969, 1970, 1972) has also
! ' ' l i
demonstrated the usefulness of tracking tasks in measuring neurological
:ion. Usiifunctio
employing a force control stick, A;
measures are sensitive enough to d
normal:
roosf se merely
ng constant, sinusoid
as well as to meaningfully
afflicted patient.
T, and random inout signals and| !
bars showed that quantitative tracking
tect small individual differences in
represent the performance of
! i!! I
anges in patient performance
the
resulting
10
from drug therapy and surgical intervention were also investigated and
documented using these measures.
Objective evaluations of many of the clinical uses of tracking
tasks must remain qualified, however. In general, the reliability and
validity of the tests have not been reported. In the drug studies,
either the number of patients used has been very small, placebos have
_no±_begn_ajiminJL_sJ:jered_fog_con't:rol purposes , or the effects of learning
on improvements in performance in repeated testing have been unreported.
Furthermore, only a small number of the different types of tracking
tasks and tracking performance measures available have been investigated.
Criteria for Test Evaluation
The essential factors in determining the value of tracking tasks
for use in clinical investigations are the reliability and validity of
i
a representative sample of the tasks in specified clinical situations.
The term reliability refers to the degree of stability or consistency
with which a test will order persons on a trait continuum. Validity
refers to the degree to which a.test actually measures what it purports
to measure. There are several operational ways of measuring both
reliability and validity. No one measure is universally preferable,
for the choice defends upon the way in which the test scores will
be used.
THe~mbs"t""obvious •anrd^~and~in~thercdpe-of sensory-motor tests, the
most appropriate method for findin
means of a retqst on a second occa
thercd
•I j
; thei. i
,M j
i i
" '
i j j
•jfllij,\ >(; .
 l
" 'i
1 * '
I
1 1
1 j
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s
?.sl
TVI
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''liability of a test is by
he reliability is then
11
specified by the correlation between the two resulting sets of test
scores. .For tests in which two administrations cannot be considered
independent samples of the same behavior the retest technique is not
suitable. In this case, alternate-form reliability, where the subjects
are tested with one form on the first occasion and with another, com-
parable form on the second, can be used. Internal-consistency reliability
_can_also_be determined_by_dividing the results from a single adminis-
tration of a test into comparable halves and then correlating the two
halves.
Numerous procedures are also available for determining validity,
but they are all basically concerned with the relation between performance
on the test in question and other independent information on the be-
havior under consideration. Four categories of validity are generally
accepted; namely, content, concurrent, predictive, and construct
validity. The content validity approach is commonly used in evaluating
achievement tests, for it is concerned with whether or not a test or
j
set of tests covers a representative sample of the behavior domain to
Fac ; validity is sometimes confused wit
.dity is a desirable feature, of te'sts
tes
be measured. It is relevant to the trackiijig test battery because the
bat :ery is intended to include a cQmprehensj.ye sample of tracking skills
val
tec mical sense, for it refers to wh4t
Concurrent validity is determined
I I '
content validity. While face
is not validity in the
scores
san '. time.
and other established performance measures obtained at the
This type of validity! IIILt  isijes
iset; of tests "appears" to meas
the relationship between the
ure.
Lly important in evaluating
!
12
the usefulness of the tracking tests in controlled clinical trials.
The effectiveness of a set of tests in predicting some future outcome
is referred to as predictive validity. Construct validity is concerned
with the degree to which a test measures a "theoretical construct" or
trait. It is a broader, more general concept of validity that makes use
of the common implication of results from a wide variety of approaches
_to_get,at_a_s_ingle_'J[construct_11' Factor analysis, a statistical technique
for uncovering interrelationships between different test variables, is
of particular relevance to this concept of validity.
Selection of Tracking Tasks
The first problem in evaluating the effectiveness of tracking tasks
for use in clinical applications is the selection of a comprehensive set
of tasks. A very extensive and sophisticated methodology for studying
tracking behavior has been developed. Three task variables have a major
effect on the subject's performance—the forcing function characteristics,
the controlled element dynamics, and the control stick characteristics.
One of the keys to realizing the objectives of the present experiments
lies in the proper selection of these task variables.
i
Since the forcing function characteristics must be measurable and
' j | |
amenably to mathematical analyses, 'they have typically been restricted
to step
superpo sition of several nonharmoni
describible statistically. A wide
Keen us
or ramp functions; sine, square, or sawtooth waveforms; a
;d in tracking research, and
c| sinusoids; or a random signal
variety of control devices has also
thejiSelection of such a device has
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an important bearing on the strategy used by the human tracker. For
convenience, the subject's primary output can be considered as a force
applied to the control stick, in which case, the stick displacement
resulting from the force input is given by
j <£*
 + B g- + Kx = f(t)
dt2 dt
where J is the control stick inertia, B is the damping, K is the spring
constant, x is the resulting displacement, and f(t) is the force. The
selection of a control stick can be viewed as a selection of the magnitude
of the terms J, B, and K in addition to the physical configuration, i.e.,
whether the stick is to be controlled by arm movements, wrist rotation,
finger pressure, etc. The dynamics of the controlled element can also
take a variety of forms. In general, displacement of the control stick
can be though of as producing a controlled element output given by
r(t) = k x(t) xCOdt (t)dtdt + k \ r(t)dt J/ r(t)dt
where the k. are constants, x(t) is the control stick displacement, and
r(t) is the controlled element output. The controlled element dynamics
are thus dependent on the constants k through k5 which can be selected
with a great deal
 ;of freedom.
In addition 1:0 the variety of task configurations, there are numerous
time-domain and frequency-domain techniques available for measuring a
subject's"tracking"performance"r~"In"'factrj, -almost -all of the techniques
used for analyzing feedback contro
specifying human performance. For
:i
i!1!i
1
s
!
*
i
yst
J ;
1 .
1 1
ji
ens can be used to ad
racking tasks,, there
f • Iii1
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 ) i i 1
vantage in ,
i
ai?e timej
•
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>
i J
f j
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delay, rise time, peak overshoots, and numerous other unitary measures.
For the continuous tracking situation, time on target scores and a variety
of average error scores are available. Frequency domain techniques
allow the use of still other parameters such as sensitivity, effective
time delay, and neuromuscular lag. While present data analysis techniques
do not yet allow the accurate identification of anatomical subsystems,
~~th~ey~~d~o~~make~it~possibie-to—isolate—senie-of—the—functionaJ s.ubs.y_st.ems
involved in human tracking performance.
The difficult task of selecting among the many task configurations
and performance measures presently available is simplified, somewhat,
by the existence of a number of special requirements for a clinical
application of a tracking test battery. These requirements are that,
the test battery must:
(1) Include a comprehensive sample of tracking behavior.
(2) Be simple enough to be performed by patients with movement
disorders yet sensitive enough to reveal small changes in
performance.
(3) Include tests that require the jshjprtest run lengths and
fewest trials possible. -
of tf
(4) Contain performance measures tjhit
on-line..
can be easily obtained
( ; } [' ;
With these requirements in mind,i a ftrac
. . , . ,hree basic tasks was selected. So tha":
not af:rect performance suistantially
nag! igi^le dynamics and an over-
! ;f;
sized!!1 .a
ing test battery'composed
t
trength and visual acuity
large positionis^ick with
!
 l I i
• screen with large target I
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and follower lines were used for all the tests. Step tracking with a
unity gain plant was chosen for the first basic test because it provides
a somewhat simpler situation than continuous tracking for studying the
timing aspects of motor responses. Since both stimuli and responses
occur at discrete points in tine, this type of task corresponds closely
to a series of rapid positioning movements. Reaction time and movement
-t-i-me-were—selee-ted— as—per-for-mance—me as.ur.es..
A continuous tracking task with a random appearing input signal was
chosen as the second test. The random input requires the subject to
depend upon the continuous observation of display error rather than
his predictive abilities to make his response, thus providing data
relating to the final common pathways of the neuromuscular control
system. In order to keep the task as simple as possible a unity gain
plant was selected. Integrated absolute error was chosen for the
performance measure.
The final task included in the test battery is that of critical
tracking. This task, developed by Jex and his associates (Jex, et al.,
1966) is fairly easy to mechanize, does not require extensive learning,
and is highly reliable, thus providing features of considerable impor-
! I ;
tance for clinical applications. The task is used with no external
forcing
to exci :e the increasingly unstable
i
time de..ay, which is the single per
function, for the subject's
formance index of the critical task,
own motor noise serves as an input
! i i
controlled element. The effective
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is a function of the subject's transport delays and central nervous
system latencies, average neuromuscular lag, and predictive ability.
Although this task has not been previously used with pathological'
subjects, it has proven useful in documenting performance changes due
to small doses of d-amphetamine (Domino, et al., 1972), to long term
confinement in a space station atmosphere (Allen arid Jex, 1971), and
~to~the~stresses-of—heat— and—noise—CSwisher__and_Maher_,_1972).
The CQNE and SADLE
While tracking tasks have much to offer in quantifying neurological
function they are not intended to measure all aspects of psychomotor
performance. Investigators have long known that the total performance
capabilities of an individual cannot be specified on the basis of a
single performance test. A much more comprehensive series of tests is
required, and the most extensive battery 'of objective tests for evaluating
the performance of patients in controlled clinical trials is the Clinical
Quantitative Neurological Examination (CQNE), developed by Tourtellotte
and his associates. The CQNE is composed of motor and sensory tests
that purport to measure abilities that determine an individual's perfor-
mance limitations. Some of the tests included in the battery are rotary
pursuit, Purdue pjgboard, visual acuity, and strength of various muscle
groups. A complete list of the test battery is provided in Chapter II.
i ! ;
" Considerable -experience-has-been-gained jd.tlv the _CQNE__as_ _it has been
used in a number of studies using isyimp
normative data and in several ther Hbe'ut :c
pnatic subjects to obtain1
trials involving multiple
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sclerosis and Parkinson's disease patients. In addition, the reliability
and validity of the measures have been well documented (Tourtellotte,
et al., 1965; Kuzma, et al. , 1965; Rose, et al., 1970; Potvin, 1971;
Walker, et al., 1972a,b).
A set of tests called the Simulated Activities of Daily Living
Examination (SADLE), originated by therapists in the Department of
-Phys-ica-1—Hed-i-e-i-ne-at—the—Univer-si-t-V—of—Michigan^_h:3s_al5Q been used witti
the CQNE in evaluating clinical trials (Walker, et al., 1972a,b). As
its name implies, the SADLE is composed of a set of tests that simulate
simple skills of daily activity, such as putting on a shirt, dialing a
telephone, and using a fork. Test scores reflect a compound measure of
a variety of factors, such as reaction time, coordination, and strength;
and, as a result, provide little information regarding the nature of
improvement in a clinical trial. The SADLE is of importance to both
the patient and the physician, however, because it measures the patient's
ability to carry out his functional activities and, consequently, has
i ,
greater face validity than the CQNE.
of
As
wit
bet
fun
Considerable research has gone into
:he CQNE and SADLE for use in evaluatin
result, both batteries provide excellent standards for comparison
tablishing the effectiveness
i
I controlled clinical trials.
i the tracking test battery , 'which apptears to fall somewhere in
the CQNE and SADLE with
tiohal activities. The CQN
I
: and ISADM
t I
:j>;
F! ir i
regarid Jtoi complexity and relevance to
i ti ! t ! ! •
ere administered concurrently
to all subjects and patients studied with the tracking test batter}', and
they thus provided excellent external criteria for assessing the
effectiveness of the new tracking measures.
Objectives of the Present Experiments
The present experiments have been specifically directed toward the
evaluation of the effectiveness of the selected tracking test battery
in documenting and detecting changes in motor dysfunction. The empirical
studies to be reported thus take several forms.
(1) Establishing the reliability of the selected tracking test
measures in a clinical context.
(2) Studying asymptomatic subjects to obtain quantitative stan-
dards against which patient performance can be compared and
to assess the importance of age, sex, and learning on performance.
(3) Establishing the validity of the tracking test measures
through comparison with other standards in a controlled
clinical trial.
(4) Determining the interrelations between the tracking test
measures and other more established motor performance tests.
(5) Investigating more analytic procedures for describing
I
abnormal tracking performance.
Contents of the Fi
i
Ch apter I has served as an introductory chapter to present a back-
ground
disabilities, 'to describe the features
'ollowincr Chanters
in the techniques that have been used in the evaluation of motor
ofjtracking tasks that mace them
•-.-•*•*•-: .-• v
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worthy of consideration for use in clinical evaluations, and to suggest
an approach for thoroughly evaluating the effectiveness of tracking tasks
for use in a quantitative clinical testing program.
With this background, Chapter II describes the subjects, patients,
and methods that were used in the evaluation of a tracking test battery
that was specifically designed for clinical use. A complete documentation
of the test apparatus is also included.
-Ghapt-er—I-I-I— descr ibeS—the-res.ults__o_f_appJLv_ing_ the tracking test
battery to normal subjects. The reliabilities of the tracking performance
measures as well as the importance of age, sex, learning, and hand
dominance on performance are considered.
The interrelations between the tracking test measures and upper
extremity tests from the CQNE and SADLE are considered in Chapter IV.
Chapter V describes the application of the tracking test battery
to a controlled therapeutic drug trial. jThe results of the tracking
battery are compared with those from more established tests which were
also administered during the trial.
The application of two advanced systems engineering techniques,
phase plane diagrams and power spectral density analysis, are considered
in Chapter VI. •
In Chapter V :i overall conclusions, a summary of contributions, and
suggestions for future work are presented.
r
CHAPTER II
SUBJECTS AND METHODS
This chapter will consider:
(1) The patients and subjects that were studied
(2) The tracking test battery and performance measures
(3) The technique used for administering the tests
The CQNE and SADLE
(5) The data analysis techniques employed
(6) The experiments conducted
Patients and Subjects
Four groups including both patients and normal adults were studied
in the present experiments. Each group will be considered individually.
Parkinsonian patients: The parkinsonian patients were participating
in a drug study designed to compare the efficacy of L-DOPA and arnantadine
to that of L-DOPA and placebo in the treatment of Parkinson's disease.
The 28 parkinsonian-patients evaluated! during the study were re-
cruited from 42 patients participating in
eva
dis
pro
imp
not
an
and
.previous study designed to
uate the efficacy of amantadine alonef'iri the treatment of Parkinson's
ase (Walker, et al., 1972a). Patient's aving concurrent medical1
lems, questionable diagnoses, physical:disabilities making it
:
 I i Hill; . I
ssible for them to commute, or previous jsterotactic surgery were
considered. The 28 patients consisted^of 12 women and 16fmen having:
 i ' N 'in : : i
verage age of 65.6 years, an ayerjags Idas ease duration o'f
 ;9.3 years,
an ,average disease stage of the classification of
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Hoehn and Yahr, 1967. A summary description of Parkinson's disease
characteristics is shown in Table 2.1. Mere complete descriptions can
be found in Selby, 1968 and in Hoehn and Yahr, 1967.
Multiple sclerosis patients: The 5 female patients were previously
diagnosed by the University of Michigan Neurology Staff as having
multiple sclerosis. All patients were ambulatory and had varying degrees
_gf_upper extremity ataxia ranging from slight to moderate-severe.
Sensory deficit and motor weakness were minimal. The patients had an
average age of 30.6 years and an average disease duration of 6 years.
Table 2.1 gives a summary description of multiple sclerosis, with more
complete descriptions being found in Fog and Linneman, 1970 and
McAlpine et al., 1965.
Cerebral palsy patient: Heterogeneous groups like cerebral palsy
are usually not selected for group studies. In the present experiments,
however, illustrating the effectiveness of the tracking techniques is of
primary importance; and the 40 year old male patient with a previous
diagnosis of congenital cerebral palsy demonstrated minimal resting
tremor and mild spastic quadraplegia, characteristics that were
amenable to tracking analysis.
! I :
Young adult normal subjects: Ten right-handed male and 10 right-
I I
handed famale undergraduates from The University of Michigan served as
i ! ipaid subjects in the present experiments. Responding to a newspaper
a!dvertisement, the students were required to answer a telephone questionnaire,
designed to screen out subjects with
abnormalities. In addition, all sub
i
IIM ! ;
• . -. i : * ' * .
.ejvident physical or neurological
$ci:s passed an abbreviated
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neurologoical examination immediately prior to performing in the
experiments. The students ranged in age from 18 to 21 years.
"*;,
Older adult normal subjects: Fifteen subjects age-matched to the
parkinsonian patients were also studied. Requirements for selection were
that the subjects be neurologically and physically normal and right-handed,
The subjects were predominantly the husbands and wives of the patients
',•
and consisted of 9 women and 6 men with an average age of 62.3 years.
Ten of the subjects were re-evaluated 3 weeks after their initial testing.
They consisted of 5 men and 5 women with an average age of 63.8 years.
Description of Tracking Test Battery
A schematic diagram of the general tracking task, including a
summary description of the different tests used is shewn in Figure 2.1.
A picture of the display screen and control stick is shown in Figure 2.2.
The display was positioned 80 cm from the subject. Two large vertical
lines of 13 cm and 6 cm were used for the target and follower, respectively,
to help reduce the effects of any patient visual problems. A large
position stick with negligible dynamics was used for the control stick
to keep response limitations imposed by the equipment to a minimum
(see He'rzog , 1967). Three types of tracking tasks were used in the
test battery:
Step tracking: In this task' the subject was required to execute
a quid
positi
Occupy:
i ' '
adjustive movement that transferred his upper limb from one
I] I ;n to another. A pursuit di
ng one of two positions, 14
play was used with the target: line
tjp ,.the right or left of center.
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The task of the subject was to riaintain alignment of the target and
follower. A sequence of five interstep intervals selected at random
and ranging from 3.5 to 6.0 seconds was used repeatedly with control
stick movements of +20° required for alignment. Mean reaction time
and movement time measures for right to left and left to right tran-
sitions were calculated for the last 20 of 30 steps.
(2) Random tracking: In this task.using a compensatory display,
the subject was required to follow a random appearing input signal.
The difference between the subject's cutout and the desired output was
displayed. The random input had a 0.3 radian/second cutoff frequency,
meaning that frequency conrponents above 0.3 radian/second were attenuated
with the degree of attenuation increasing with frequency. A more .de-
tailed consideration of how the signal was generated- is shown in
Appendix C.
Five trials, each 75 seconds in length, were used, the score for
each trial being the integral of the subject's absolute position error
during the middle 45 second portion of the run. The average score for
the five trials, expressed in mm-seconds/second, was used as the test
measure1.
I | •
(3j) Critical tracking (Jex, etjal., 1966, 1967): In this task
the subpect was required to stabilize an increasingly unstable plant up
to the joint of loss of control. Tpe dynamics of the plant were
simulat =d on an analog computer wit
rCt) = J Ut)ii(li)dt: t K / x(t)dt
the plant output given by
27
where X(t) increases linearly with time, X is a constant, x(t) is the
control stick displacement, and r(t) is the plant output. An analogous
physical task is balancing a broomstick that is getting shorter all the
time. X was initially set at a low value of 1.0 rad/second and then
slowly increased at a rate of 0.05 rad/sec until the error went off
scale. At this time, the computer went into the hold mode and the
value of X at which control was lost was recorded. This value is called
the critical root. The score, determined by the reciprocal of the
critical root and given in millisec, is an estimate of the subject's
effective time delay in reponding to the continuous error signal. The
average of the last 15 out of 20 trials was used as the test measure.
Detailed computer mechanizations for the three tasks are shown in
Appendix C.
i
i
Administration of Tracking Test Battery ;
To reduce variability between subjects, all subjects were read
identical instructions and orientation (see Appendix B). Practical
examples were used to introduce the task requirements wherever possible
and fairly exact descriptions of the performance measures used for
evaluation were also included.
The CQNE and SADL
Lists of the: test items in the CQHE and SADLE that were administered
to the subjects and patients studied with
shown in Tables 2.2 and 2.3, respective!
versions of the CQNE and SADLE wer
r
the tracking test battery are
Cases where abbreviated
histered will JDe noted in the'
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TABLE 2.3
THE SIMULATED ACTIVITIES OF DAILY LIVING
EXAMINATION (SADLE)
(three different tests)
Putting on a shirt
Opening a door
Managing visible buttons
Zipping a garment
Putting on gloves
Scrubbing a hand
Dialing a telephone
Tying a bow
Manipulating safety pins
Picking up coins
Threading a needle
Unwrapping a Band-Aid
Tearing an envelope
"Squeezin-g-toothpa-ste
Cutting with a knife
Using a fork
Pouring water
Drinking with a straw
TABLE 2.2
The Clinical Quantitative Neurological Examination
(CQNE) Test Items
I. Vision: Visual Acuity
II. Upper Extremities
A. Strength of Movements
1. Grip
2. Wrist dorsiflexion
3. Shoulder abduction
B. Control of Movements
1. Steadiness
a. Hole steadiness, supported and un-
supported
Force steadiness, supported and un-
supported I.: ,
Finger tremor, resting and sustension
b.
c.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.
4.
Touch, hand
Vibration sense, index,:
Position sense
Two-point disc riminatio
Simple reaction time
Speed of hand
Speed-coordination of hand,!
Rotary pursuit
Finger dexterity
a. Purdue Pegboard
b. Pencil rotation
C. Fatigue of Movements
1. Grip strength |
2. Speed of hand I
3. Speed-coordination oflhanc
D. Sensation
: • 29
chapters to follow. A brief description of the test items is given in
Appendix A. The order of administration of the test batteries was
randomized from subject to subject, but tests within each battery were
always presented in a fixed order to minimize undesirable interactions
between tests.
Data Reducation and Analysis
Tracking records for the step tracking task and random tracking
task were recorded on magnetic tape and then reduced off-line. For the
step tracking task, tape-recorded signals of output velocity and target
position were displayed on paper by means of a strip-chart recorder.
Reaction time and movement time were read directly from the strip chart
record as shown in Figure 2.3. The reaction time for a given response
Input
(Degrees)
Transient Response
Position
(Degrees)
._ .... Fig. 2,3
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was taken as the time between target motion and the beginning of a
deflection away from zero on the velocity curve. The ending of the
movement was defined by the point at which the velocity curve crossed
the zero level. Movement time was thus defined as the time between the
beginning and the end of the movement as determined from the velocity
curve .
Phase plane diagrams were obtained by playing back at one-quarter
real time the taped signals of output position and velocity and dis-
playing them on an x-y plotter.
For the random tracking task, the taped error signal was played
back through an absolute value circuit and then an integrator to
obtain integrated-absolute-error (IAE) scores. A timing device was'
used to provide integration over the middle 4-5 sec portion of the 75 sec
runs. Error power spectra were obtained by sampling the recorded error
signal at 20 hz with a Hewlett Packard 2115 Digital Computer and then
computing autocorrelations which were then properly integrated by a fast
Fourier transform program to yield the power density spectra. The power
spectra were displayed on a line printer. See Appendix D for more details.
The quantitative tracking indices were analyzed statistically on
an IBM 360/67 computer using programs described in Potvin, 1971.
Description of Experiments . :
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Experiment 1 - Reliability: Experiment 1 was designed to examine
the reliability of the tracking test measures in a context similar to
that used in controlled clinical trials. Ten older adult normal subjects
were tested and then retested approximately 3 v.reeks later to determine
which of the test measures were reliable.
Experiment 2 — Effects of age: The tracking performance of 20 young
adult normal subjects, 18-21 years of age, and 15 older adult normals,
50-74 years of age were analyzed to determine effects due to age. Since
performance tends to decline with increasing age, it is important to
choose a well matched control group when making comparisons between
patient performance and normal performance. Potvin (1971) found that
for the CQNE and SADLE tests "young adult normal subjects do not perform
significantly better than normal subjects in the age range of multiple
sclerosis (MS) patients; however, young adult normal subjects perform
significantly better than normal subjects in the age range of Parkinson's
disease (PD) patients..." In the present study, the older normal group
was specifically age-matched to the parkinsonian patients for this
reason. The performance of the MS patients, however, was compared with
that of the young adult normal controls!
gro
sep
two
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,
Experiment 3 - Effects of sex: For
ips, the data were analyzed with m
< i
different occasions, 3 weeks apar;t.
ng part in the reliability
£ i
:pach of the two normal subject
female subjects considered
on performance.
'
irately to determine the effects of sex.
: I j ' V ,
Experiment ^ - Effects of learnijng.v Ij frht scores obtained-on the
the 10 older normal subject;
1
e used to determine the
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effects of learning. In addition, trial by trial scores for both the
young normals and older normals were investigated to evaluate the
effects of short-term learning on performance.
Experiment 5 - Effects of lateral dominance: Eight young adult
normal subjects were tested on both right and left sides to determine
the effects of lateral dominance on tracking performance. Since, with
the exception of this experiment, only dominant side tracking performance
was measured foi-- all subject and patient groups, it was felt important
to take at least a cursory look at these effects,
Experiment 6 - Interrelations between the tracking test battery
and the CONE and SADLE: Twenty young adult normal subjects were studied
with the tracking test battery, CQNE, and SADLE on the same occasion.
The data collected were analyzed by means of factor analysis to evaluate
the interrelationships between the 3 batteries of tests. If the tracking
tests correlate too highly with already existing tests, without adding
any advantages, then they may merely represent needless duplication.
Experiment 7 - Establishing consensual validity: The tracking test
battery was applied in a drug trial designed to compare the efficacy of
L-DOPA and amantadine to that of L-DOPA and placebo in the treatment of
I
28 patients with Parkinson's disease. Batteries of subjective and
I j|
objective measures, including the CQNE and SADLE, were also administered.
The pro
the 28
e!ach pa
at al.,
jatients received a gradual!/ increasing dose of L-DOPA until
:ient reached a stable, maximally tolerable dose (see (Walker,
:edure for the study was as Follows. Over a 4 to 5 month period,
1972b) At this time, the tp
; t
tjients were randomly divided into
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two treatment groups. One group was given 100 mg of amantadine twice
daily and the other group received a placebo capsule of identical taste
and appearance twice daily. Both groups continued to receive their
maximally tolerable L-DOPA dose. Three weeks later patients were
evaluated and the amantadine and placebo groups were reversed. After
another three week period, the patients returned for a final evaluation.
The results of the tracking test measures were then compared with
patients' impression, neurologists/ subjective interpretations, and
CQNE and SADLE results to determine their consensual validity.
Experiment 8 - Phase plane and power spectral analyses: Experiment
8 is a demonstration experiment intended to illustrate the value of 2
systems engineering methods , phase plane diagrams and power density
spectra, for use in describing movement disorders. Selected tracking
samples from each of the patient and normal groups were analyzed using
i
these techniques, and comparisons were made between the graphical
results and the neurologists' previous diagnoses of patient function.
Step tracking performance was analyzed using phase plane diagrams and
random tracking performance was analyzed using error power spectra.
CHAPTER III
NORMATIVE DATA
Whenever new quantitative tests for measuring neurological disorders
are developed, it is of interest to examine the performance of normal
subjects as well as patients on the tests. The tracking test battery
was thus administered to two groups of normal subjects:
(1) 20 young adult normal subjects, 18-21 years old.
(2) 15 older adult normal subjects, 50-75 years old, 10 of whom
were retested after 3 weeks.
The normal subjects were studied for the following reasons:
(1) To determine the reliability of the tracking task measures.
(2) To assess the importance of age, sex, learning, and
dominant versus nondominant body sides on tracking performance.
(3) To obtain quantitative standards against which patient
performance could be compared. j(
Reliability
The reliability of the tracking taslis ,.«^ „„
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Spearman-Brown slit-half correlation coefficients are shown in Table 3.1,
All coefficients are significantly different froia 0 at or above the
5% level with the exception of the right to left movement time measure.
With the given sample size, the smallest correlation significant at
the 5% level is .63, so the movement time correlation is only slightly
below this value.
TABLE 3.1
Reliability of Tracking Test Battery Involving 10 Matched
Normals with a Three Week Interval Between the First and
Second Examinations
T E S T
STEP TRACKING
Reaction Time, Right to Left j
Reaction Time, Left to Right !
Movement Time, Right to Left ;
Movement Time, Left to Right
RANDOM TRACKING
Integral of Absolute Error
CRITICAL TRACKING
Reciprocal of Critical Root
rt
.75*
. 82**
.60
.67*
•91***
. 96***
2r tt
1 + |r|
.86
.90
.75
.80
.95
.98
t Pearson product moment correlation coefficient
ttSpearman-Brown split-half correlation formula
05 **p ^ .01 'p ^ .001
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Reliabilities of" test measures in the CQNE have recently been
determined by Potvin (1971) using 18 young normal adults and a one month
inter-test interval. ' Examination of those tests that purport to measure
upper extremity coordination reveals that their reliabilities range
from .52 to .84. The tracking tests measures, with a range of .60 to
.95, thus compare favorably with the more established measures, although
exact comparisons cannot be made because of differences in experimental
design. Typically, the tracking measures represent a larger number of
samples of behavior o?f each subject than the CQNE tests. While Kelly
states that "The most common basis for low reliability of a set of test
\
scores is that they are based on too few samples of behavior," Anastasi
(1966) warns that "The change in nature of many motor tests with practice
complicates the determination of reliability." Thus, increasing the
number of test samples will not always result in increases in reliability
since different test samples may not measure quite the same function.
The fact that the CQNE measures were determined with a young subject
population and a larger number of subjects than the tracking measures
would tend to produce higher reliabilities for the CQNE tests. One of
the major generalizations in the field of aging is that older adults
I I ,
are prdne to be more variable in their performance than younger adults
(Botwir
to aff<
utilize
las a :
i .
ick and Thompson, 1968). A]
ct reliabilities adversely,
d a shorter inter-test interval than the CQNE experiment which
avorable effect on the tracl
so, smaller numbers of subjects tend
I j
Ori the other hand, the tracking study
• l 'is reliability measures,
ii
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In any event, the reliabilities of the tracking measures are quite
good with the reliability of the Critical Task unusually high for a
motor performance test.
Effects of Age
Average tracking performances for the young adult normal and older
adult normal subject groups are shown in Table 3.2. In general, the
young normals performed better on the tfacking~ta'sks~than-the-older-
normals, which is to be expected as "one of the most pronounced changes
associated with aging is the slowing of sensorimotor activities" (Tolin
and Simon, 1968). Reaction time scores are significantly faster for the
TABLE 3.2
COMPARISON OF TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF YOUNG
ADULT NORMAL SUBJECTS AND OLDER ADULT NORMAL SUBJECTS
left
STEP TRACKING
Reaction Time, Right to Left
Reaction Time, Left to Right
Movement Time, Right to Left
Movement Time, Left to Right
RANDOM TRACKING
Integral of Absolute Error
CRITICAL TRACKING j
Reciprocal of Critical Roof
Units
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Centimeter-Seconds
Second
Milliseconds
Young Adult
Normals
Mean : SO
232.3 32.1
243.3 32.4
289.0 61.0
302.0 61.0
2.01 0.54
336.9 47.3
Older Adult
Normals
Mean SD
302.8 38.9
294.2 33.4
489.0 110.0
568.0 118.0
1.89 0.58
361.7 64.3
% Change
23.3
17.3
40.9
46.7
6.3
6.9
t *
5.86 ***
4.54 **•
6.86 ***
8.67 ***
0.63
1.32
*** = p < .001 ' . _ _ , . . _ • . . . . - .1, ;...
sV"t'"" "I's"a"stati's'tical parameter •'wh:i
difference in means, the number of .obser
random variability in the measurenenjts. j
the appropriate probability table .jtb d
observed difference.
:h'combines the-size of the
ations made, and the amount of
It can be evaluated by consulting,
ermine the significance of the '
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young normals, a finding in agreement with other investigators who have
noted that the time taken by mental processes to initiate movements in-
creases with age (e.g., Singleton, 1954 and Leonard, 1953). The large
differences in movement time scores for the 2 groups are especially
striking. The instructions for the task were to "move as quickly and
accurately as possible." A rapid movement required a high degree of
control, however, since the position stick dynamics were negligible.
It appears as if the older subjects have shifted toward increased
accuracy. Welford (1958) has suggested that such a shift might be due
to the greater care older people take in the activities in order to
avoid injury. Singleton (1955) found that with longer movements that
must be accurately aimed, speed limitations with age are set by the
perceptual and translatory processes involved in the visual guidance.
Thus, two factors, increased caution and a reduced information processing
capacity, appear to account for the slower step tracking responses of
the older group.
Both the random tracking task and the .Critical Task force the pace
of performance more than step tracking. Instead of allowing several
secondS| to prepare for the next stimulus and response, these tasks
require! continuously graded responses. As a result, these tasks might
be expected to force the older subjects to give up their overly cautious
approal and thus raise their performance to more nearly the same level
as the younger subjects. This appdaz-s to be the case. In fact,, the
f
dder normals ishowed superior performanc^  on the random tracking task,
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although this may be only a technical difference. In order to make
the task within the capabilities of severely handicapped patients,
however, the bandwidth of the target signal was kept very low (0.3 rad/
sec). It is reasonable to assume that the amount of information, in
the technical sense, to be dealt with in this task was thus well within
the older normals' capacity to deal with in time. When the view that
as people get older they tend to become more accurate (Welford, 1958)
is also considered, it is not at all unreasonable to see slightly better
random tracking performance with the older group.
The same arguments cannot be nade with regard to the Critical Task,
however. While the fast-paced nature of the task might cause an abandon-
ment of excessive caution in the older normal group, the lower informa-
tion processing capacity of this group would be expected to result in a
definite sacrifice in accuracy as higher ^ 'and higher degrees of instability
are to be dealt with. The fact that the .young normals performed better
than the older normals is thus an expected finding.
Another possible reason why the older normals performed slightly
better than the younger normals on the random tracking task may be due
to motivation. The random tracking task is quite tedious and requires
f
sustained concentration and subject cooperation. Older normal subjects
are usually highly motivated because of their close relationship to the
patients. The young normal subjects are'paid volunteers; and even
_L. IL
'best, they do not always appearthough they are urged to perform at .their
as motivated as the older subjects
in the CONE for incentive groups w iq>. jiwei
i «:•' if !
vin (.1971) compared performance
I I '
offered monetary rewards with
that for control groups who were given standard instructions to perform '
at their best. Although no significant differences in overall performance
between these two groups were found for either young normal subjects or
older normal subjects, the young incentive subgroup showed the largest
improvements. The tests in Potvin's study were of much shorter duration
than the present tracking tasks, so motivation might be a bigger factor
in the present results.
Effects of Sex
The data for the two groups of subjects were also analyzed with
male and female subjects considered separately. The results for the
young normal group are shown in Table 3.3. While the males showed
superior performance on all of the tests, only the movement time scores
TABLE 3.3
COMPARISON OF TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF MALES
AND FEMALES FOR YOUNG ADULT NORMAL SUBJECT GROUP
Test
STEP TRACKING
Reoction Time, Right to Left
Reaction Time, Left to Right
*j
R
1
C
R
*
"
ovement Time, Right to Left
ovement Time, Left to Right
JMDOM TRACKING
regral of Absolute Error
tITICAL TRACKING
ciprocol of Critical Root
= p< 05
= p< 01
Units
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Centimeter-Seconds
Second .
Milliseconds
- — - -
Male ; ,
Mean 5
(
227.0 .3
i
6
!•'
237.4 ; 30.2
256.0 ,' '. 4-
268. C
2.:
i|
' :,5
!
 i i:
'
f1 :
•} ! -
.*. l
.
1 I
\ 'l
1 1
1 !!
:'. 1'
' 1 t
• i .i •
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*
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1 |
i i
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Vi: '
f'i !
i.O
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>.66
5.1
Female
Mean SO
237.7 30.5
249.2 35.1
322.0 56.0
337.0 45.0
1.82 0.31
349.9 55.8
% Change
4.5
4.7
20.5
20.6
i
' i
t iI 1
i
• j
;
7.1
i
i
7.4
l
1
t i
1 i
I
t
0.74
0.81
2.82 *
3.04 **
1.64
1.25
j
3
1j
•!I I t
were significantly better. Males are decidedly stronger than females.
It is fair to assume that a subject's strength will indicate the power
that he can put into causing a movement to be made rapidly. The
significantly faster movement times observed for the males are thus
to be expected.
Similar trends exist for the older normals, as shown in Table 3.4.
~The~differences—in—performanee-due—to-sex-appear__to__d_ecrease with_age_,
however.
Learning Effects
The same group of- 10 older normals used in the reliability study
was also used to measure long term learning effects, as shown in Table 3.5
Although all test scores showed an improvement on the second examination.,
none of the improvements were statistically significant. The greatest
improvements occurred for the movement time measures. One of the
reasons offered for the big difference in scores between the older
normals and the young normals was the excessive caution of the older
subjects. A second exposure to the step tracking task would thus be
expected to relieve some of its unnaturalness resulting in a reduction
i
! , I
in their overly cautious behavior, i i
! 1
Inprovement in performance with repeated trials for each of the
measures is shown in Figures 3.1 through 3.4 for both the young and
older i ormal groups. The pattern :.n• improvement was not uniform as
i !' ,
some stbjects showed continued improvement during the trials.
TABLE 3.4
COMPARISON OF TRACKING PERFORMANCE OF MALES
AND FEMALES FOR OLDER ADULT NORMAL SUBJECT GROUP
•
Test
STEP TRACKING
Reoction Time, Right to Left
Reaction Time, Left to Right
Movement Time, Right to Left
Movement Time, Left to Right
RANDOM TRACKING
— ln*egral-of-Absolute-Efior
CRITICAL TRACKING
Reciprocal of Critical Root
Units
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
— Centimeter-Seconds
Second
Milliseconds
Male
Mean SO
299.0 33.2
280.2 27.6
429.0 99.0
532.0 135.0
17.4 6.3
337.1 44.7
Female
Mean SD
305.3 44.1
303.6 35.1
529.0 103.0
591.0 106.0
19.9 5.6
378.1 72.3
% Change
2.1
8.4
23.2
11.0
14.4
12.2
t
0.30
1.37
1.86
0.95
0.80
1.23
TABLE 3.5
LEARNING IN TRACKING TEST BATTERY INVOLVING 10 MATCHED NORMALS
WITH A THREE WEEK INTERVAL BETWEEN THE FIRST AND SECOND EXAMINATIONS
Test
STEP TRACKING
Reoction Time, Right to Left
Rreoction Time, Left to Right
Movement Time, Right to Left
Movement Time, Left to Right
RANDOM TRACKING
Integral of Absolute Error
CRITICAL TRACKING
Reciprocal of Critical Root
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Dominance Effects
Eight young normal subjects, 4 men and 4 women, were tested on
both right and left sides to determine the effects of lateral dominance
on tracking performance, Half of the subjects were tested first on the
right side and then the left, while the other half were tested in the
reverse order. The results of these tests are shown in Table 3.6. No
significant trends are noted. While significant differences between
the two body sides in activities such as throwing and handwriting would
be expected, Provins C1956, 1967) claims that there should be no
difference where differential training between body sides has not
occurred. Bowen, Hoehn, and Yahr (1972) also failed to observe any
difference in tracking performance for the two sides with their group
of normal control subjects. .
TABLE 3.6 ;
TRACKING PERFORMANCE FOR A GROUP OF 8 YOUNG ADULT
NORMAL SUBJECTS COMPARING DOMINANT AND NONDOMINANT HANDS
Test
STEP TRACKING
Reoction Time, Right to Left
Reaction Time, Left to Right
Movement Time, Right to Left
Movement Time, Left to Rfght
RANDOM TRACKING
Integral of Absolute Error
- CRITICAL'TRACKING "
Reciprocal of Critical Root
Units
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Centimeter-Seconds
Second
Milliseconds
. .
1
1
; ;
i '' \
Dominant
Mean SD
224.6 29.7
242.0 34.1
285.9 53.4
296.2 54.8
2.31
;
] 335.2
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Non-Dominant
Mean SD
226.1 32.1
231.8 24.0
291.6 53.1
292.7 65.7
2.44 0.76
328.6 47.1
% Change
0.9
3.6
3.0
1.24
6.8
2.3
f
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1.15
0.37
0.30
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Quantitative Standards
One of the most important reasons for using normal subjects on
new tests is to establish quantitative standards. Since it is the goal
of the physician to bring the performance of patients to the pre-disease
level, it is meaningful to express patient data as a percentage of
that obtained from matched normal controls. This was done for the
L-DOPA and amantadine drug study and will be discussed further in
Chapter V. Chapter VI also utilizes matched-control performance records
to dramatize the movement characteristics of different patient groups .
I I
CHAPTER IV
FACTOR ANALYSIS OF TRACKING TEST BATTERY AND
SELECTED MEASURES FROM THE CQNE AND SADLE
This chapter considers a factor analytic study of the tracking tests
and selected measures from the CQNE and SADLE that were administered to
20 young adult normal subjects. Factor analysis is a statistical pro-
cedure that is widely used for identifying psychological traits. The
present study is thus of theoretical interest because it explores those
characteristics or traits that are common to the various test measures
and in so doing helps to provide a perspective on the new tracking test
variables.
A Brief Description of Factor Analysis
The starting point for a factor analysis is the correlation matrix
of the test variables. A correlation matrix is simply a table of the
intercorrelations among the tests. The fact that the variables
intercorrelate indicates that they share certain characteristics. A
factor is a grouping of variables that have a particular characteristic
in common. Inspection of the correlation matrix can sometimes reveal
the nature of some of the isolated
solutic
accoun
an ind
factor:
n is required to determine
for the observed correlati ms.
ctor analysis reduces the niuiberjof variables necessary to describe
vidualls overall performanc
or common traits. The end
factors, but a complete analytical
he .common factors necessary to
:c ia relatively small number
t i l *J i 1 - '
•oducft of the analysis is a
of
factor
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matrix which is a table of the loading of each of the factors in each
test variable. Factor loadings represent the correlations between the
test variables and the individual factors. The nature of a particular
factor is determined from the characteristics of the variables with the
highest loadings.
The Factor Analysis Model
The factor analysis' program used in the present~'study-was—based—on-
the method of principal components with subsequent "normal" Varimax
rotation. It has been developed and thoroughly described by Henderson
(1970). While it is beyond the scope of this chapter to cover the
mathematical basis of this method, a brief description of the procedure
will be given.
The principal comDonents model is based on the following set of
linear equations: ;
Zl = 311F1 + S12F2
Z2 = 321F1 + a22F2
+ a, FIp p
n F2p p
z, =
z
!
 = a F + a F +p pi 1 p2 2 ; a-. F, +pk k
• • • + a. F
HP P
+ a F
PP P
where {z.} is the set of p ori
p common factors, and (a.
.> ! I 1ginal test
is the^set ji
v'ariables, {F, } is the set of
K
factor loadings ranging from
I
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-1.0 to +1.0. In the initial formulation of the problem there are as
many factors as original variables. The principal components method
selects each factor so that it has the maximum amount of variance among
all factors uncorrelated with the previously determined factors. It
thus happens that only a small number of factors are usually required to
adequately account for the intercorrelations among variables.
Once a solution has been determined it can be transformed to a
different solution with the same adequacy of fit. The factors can be
thought of as reference axes in terms of which each test variable can
be plotted. The "normal" Varimax method rotates the factors or reference
axes so that the small factor loadings are moved toward "0" and the
large loadings toward "1". The result is a simplified, more easily
interpretable factor pattern. Once the rotated factor matrix has been
computed, the statistical process stops and the interpretation of the
factors begins.
Previously Reported Factor Analyses
An attempt will be^made to identify •l •
study with those found in previously repor
mos
by
: extensive factorial research on motor
"leishman and his associates (Fleishman
The
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factors found in the present
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1967, 1960, 1956, 1954).
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T administered more than 200, different' tests to thousands of basic
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Henderson (1970) and Potvin (1971) have performed factor analyses
on tests in the CQNE and SADLE. Potvin's results are particularly
relevant to the present study and are summarized in Table M-.2. While
agreement between Fleishman's results and Potvin's results is not
complete, numerous common factors can be identified, such as reaction
time and control precision. Making identifications of factors across
studies is not always straightforward. The factors and the loadings
found in a particular study depend somewhat upon the nature of the
data used in the analysis. Some of the conditions which influence the
results are the types of tests and the combinations of tests used in
the analysis. Also of concern are the subject population selected, the
type of sampling used, and the testing situation that prevailed.
In this light, comparisons with Potvin's results should be the
!
easiest to make since the present study was conducted under very nearly
the same conditions. However, if one assumes that an individual's
ability structure can be represented by a reasonably small number of
basic traits and that factor analytic solutions do uncover these traits,
then general cross-identifications should be possible even if experimental
conditions are different. Whenever possible, the factor names introduced
by Fleishman will be used in interpreting the present results.
Results of the Present Study
1
 : I' I "
The correlation-matrix-of-the- original .tests ._adrainis_tered to the
20 young adults is shown in Table
data from which the factor analysis, is
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such as touch and position sense, were not included in the analysis
because they showed little or no variation between subjects.
Table 4.4 presents the factor pattern for the "normal" Varimax
rotated factors. Before rotation, 11 common factors with variances
greater than 1.0 were isolated, accounting for 89 percent of the total
variance of the original test variables. At the bottom of Table 4.4
are listed the variance of each rotated factor, the percentage of total
variance accounted for, and the cumulative percentage of total variance
accounted for. The Varimax rotation has destroyed the property of
maximum variance of successive factors that resulted from the principal
components solution, but the percentage of total variance accounted
for by the 11 factors remains the same.
The nature of the individual factors can be determined by examining
the correlations or loadings between the factors and the original test
variables. For convenience, loadings of 0.40 and higher were arbitrarily
considered as being of probable significance and are underlined in the
factor matrix. The following factor identifications were made:
Factor 1, Reaction Time: Factor 1 has its most significant loadings
(.70's and .80's) in the two step reaction time measures and the simple
| | •
reaction time measure from the CQNE. The factor thus characterizes the
speed vith which a subject responds
c response required. Puttirg oh golves and the Purdue pegboard
have a
; I
specifi
-test heve intermediate loadings on
I ' I
tests directly resembles the simpl
reaction time component.
to a stimulus regardless of the
this factor. While neither of these
i ! '
reaction time tests, both api t ! 36 ar to
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Factor 2, Wrist and Shoulder Strength, Speed, and Steadiness:
Wrist strength and shoulder strength (.90 and .92) load most highly on
this factor. Other tests with high loadings (.60's and .70's) include
the step movement time measures, cutting with a knife, force steadiness
unsupported, and sustention tremor. Factor 2 thus appears to involve a
combination of strength, speed, and steadiness. Strength and speed are
positively correlated while strength and steadiness are negatively
correlated. Zipping a garment, managing three small buttons, and the
rotary pursuit task also have moderate loadings. The sign of the
loadings on the first two of these tests suggests that the test measures
are negatively correlated with strength and speed, a somewhat puzzling
relation.
Factor 3, Finger Dexterity: Factors 3 and 7 offer some difficulty
in interpretation because to a certain extent they both involve the
skillful manipulation of small objects. Manipulating safety pins (.86)
loads most highly on factor 3 with intermediate loadings (.40's) from
managing small buttons, pencil rotation, land sustention tremor. Modest-
loadings from the Purdue pegboard test and putting on a shirt are also
present (.30's). In his studies, Fieashman!has identified both a finger
- IJHlitv factor.dex
thi
mor
the
spe
erity factor and a manual dexter y In an attempt to use
classification in the present study j;'| it was felt that factor 3 was
appropriately identified with thje fcjrmejr trait and factop 7 with
I
latter. !
Factor
T
d fatigue (.85), and using
•, Hand Speed and Hand Speed
(•$3);
U
FaJ Lgue;: Hand speed (.69), hack
lave 'large loadings on this
/
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factor while cutting with a knife has an intermediate loading. The fork
and knife tests both appear to be highly affected by hand speed.
Factor 5, Control Precision: The loadings from the Critical Task
(.79), pursuit rotor (.66), and supported force steadiness (.41) identify
this factor as the ability to make "fine, highly controlled, but not
overcontrolled muscular adjustments" (Fleishman, 1960). High loadings
from putting on a shirt and grip strength fatigue (.60's) were also
present. While the ability to nake sustained muscular adjustments would
be expected to correlate with grip fatigue, the high correlation with
the shirt test was unexpected.
Factor 6, Grip Strength: The grip strength test has by far the
highest loading on this factor (.96). Moderate loadings (,50's) from
zipping a garment and squeezing toothpaste are also consistent with
the identify of this factor.
Factor 7, Manual Dexterity: Managing large buttons (.77) and tying
a bow (.90) exhibit the highest loadings on this factor. Two-point
discrimination has an intermediate loading (.51). Numerous other tests
have modest loadings (.30's). These include the movement time measures,
zipping a garment, squeezing toothpaste, Purdue pegboard, and force
steadiness supported. It was thus'felt that this factor was more closely
identified with manual dexterity than with finger dexterity.
the hi
managing small buttons and pencil
zippin
ctor 8, Finger Vibration Sense:' Factor 8 is best identified from
;h loading on the vibration -rest (.93). Moderate loadings from
La-garment;"dialing a-:teleph
also consistent with a trait for fj.n
otatioh and modest loadings fjrom
ije ,j!i clind two-point
' ,;U
 discrimination are I
|ger sensitivity.
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Factor 9, Hand Steadiness: The highest loadings on this factor are
for resting tremor (.84-) and dialing a telephone (.77); but, as might be
expected, the two variables are negatively correlated.
Factor 10, Aiming: Hand coordination (.81), putting on gloves (.77)
and hand coordination fatigue (-.70) load most heavily on this factor
which has also been identified as "eye-hand coordination."
Factor 11, Rate Control: The loading from integrated absolute
error (.83) was used as the basis for identifying this factor which
reflects the ability of the subject to make "continuous anticipatory
motor adjustments relative to changes in speed and direction of a moving
target" (Fleishman, 1960). The intermediate weighting (.53) from
squeezing toothpaste appears to be due to a flow rate estimate involved
in responding to this task. Certain aspects of rate control may also
be present in the pencil rotation test (•j-.'lO). Moderate loading from
2 point discrimination (.42) is seemingly inconsistent with the
ident i f i cat i on.
While there are instances where certain factor loadings are not
logically consistent, for the most part, good agreement exists between
the present results and those reported by Potvin and Fleishman. Most
of the factor nariies and identifications proposed by Fleishman are equally
appropriate for the present factors. Finger Dexterity and Manual Dexterity
were not as clear cut as could be desirjsd, but Potvin also found that
manipulating safety pins and bow tying Mid not load on the same factor.
For the most part , the anomalous
may very well be attributable to
i
the small sample of 20 subjects.
> ' •
qa
IfV
ii
i
.iiiri
;
if
•\ «
1;
j
' i i i l
L are not highly significant and j
£ t .cal fluctuations resulting from
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The present study brings out several interesting points relative to
the new tracking test measures. The comprehensive nature of the tracking
tests is demonstrated by the fact that each of the measures loads heavily
on a different factor. The right to left and left to right measures for
both reaction time and step movement time are grouped together for the
young normal subjects, but this would not necessarily happen for patients
-with_mQvemejit_ disorders. Step reaction time and simple reaction time load
nearly equally on Factor 1 suggesting that the former measure may represent
a duplication of an already existing test. Movement time appears com-
bined with strength and steadiness and not as a separate factor as was
anticipated. A larger sample size or a different subject population
could change this relation, however.
The Critical Task and rotary pursuit task both load heavily on the
Control Precision factor. The advantages of the Critical Task, such as
high reliability and easy mechanization, suggest that it should be con-
sidered as a possible replacement for the earlier test. The random
tracking error score appears to identify
was previously lacking in the CQNE.
;a'factor, Rate Control, which
he
Absplute Error has a reasonable explanation. The first two tasks both
Pui
Ta
The finding that the Critical Task: ajid the rotary pursuit task load
OH i
vily on the same factor which is distinct from that for Integrated
Dive responses to more or lejss predicts
suit Task, the input is a constant an
Le signals. In the Rotary
<, while there is no forcing function
I
Izr rate. For the -Critical
lie subject attempts to compensate!
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for his own output noise. To that extent, he responds to the effects
of his own previous movements; and shortly after making a. strong movement
in one direction he can anticipate having to make a corrective move in
the opposite direction. On the other hand, the random tracking task
requires continuous responses to an unpredictable input and thus re-
quires a different type of psychomotor ability.
While the usual practice in factor analyses is to retain from among
the original tests those providing the best measures of each of the
;
factors, this was not the intent of the present analysis. Instead, the
principal object was to analyze the interrelationships between the
various test measures and to provide evidence that the new tracking
measures cover approximately the same general area of behavior as the
CQNE and SADLE. In this regard, the tracking tests are more closely
related to the basic CQNE tests than to the more complex SADLE measures
which tend to have loadings well distributed among the various factors.
The findings of the present factor analysis can thus be offered as an
I
argument for the construct validity of the tracking tasks. Additional
justification for using tracking tests to measure sensory motor
function is given in the next chapter where strong supporting evidence
! ii I
for the concurrent validity of the pew test measures is given.
CHAPTER V
A THERAPEUTIC CLINICAL TRIAL
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the application of the
tracking test battery in a therapeutic clinical trial. The trial provided
an ideal opportunity for objectively evaluating the usefulness of the
tracking tests in assessing modest changes in neurological function.
The tracking test battery was administered to 28 parkinsonian patients
participating in a randomized, double-blind, crossover trial designed
by Walker and his associates (Walker, et al., 1972b) to evaluate the
efficacy of amantadine versus placebo in patients already receiving
maximally tolerable doees of L-DOPA. The 28 Parkinson's disease patients -
were randomly assigned to 2 groups, the first receiving L-DOPA + amantadine
first and L-DOPA + placebo second, with the second group receiving just
the opposite schedule as shown in Table 5.1. Corresponding treatment
groups were then combined for analysis.
The tracking tasks provided one of several sets of measures of
neurological function. Other measures included qualitative impressions
of the patients, professional opinions of the attending neurologists,
subjective evaluations of functional disabilities, the Simulated
Activities of Daijly Living Examination, the Clinical Quantitative
Neurological Examination, and a neuro-psychological test battery.
A complete description of the other^tes
of the drug trial can be found els ;wher
6*4-
r;
neasures and a complete evaluation
(Walker, et al., 1972a,b). i
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TABLE 5.1
EXPERIMENTAL PARADIGM FOR L-DOPA +
AMANTADINE CLINICAL TRIAL
Group
1
2
No. of
Patients
14
14
Medication Taken During Week
1 - 3
L-D -f A
L-D + P
4 - 6
L-D + P
L-D + A
L-D = L-DOPA A = Amantadine P = Placebo
Only those results that have direct relevance to the evaluation of the
tracking measures will be considered here.
Numerous investigations of the combined effects of L-DOPA and
amantadine on the treatment of parkinsonism have been- undertaken. While
some have shown a beneficial effect from
Fieschi, et al., 1970), others have failed
the combination (Voller, 1970;
imp
and
bee
imp
in
•ovement (Millac, et al., 1970;'Greenh 1970; Hunter, et al., 1970;
i T, J ;
to demonstrate any significant
Godwin-Austin, et al., 1970). The present drug trial was undertaken
mse it was felt that many aspects ojfjjthe previous studies
-oved. For example, each of the a
3 if ij i
! H i
.:, I- Iri
could be
sne or s veral of the following wi
bove! referenced trials was deficient
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1. Lack of proper blinding, randomization, crossover.
2. Too few patients evaluated to obtain significance.
3. Failure to use objective measures of motor performance
and psychomotor skills.
M-. The effect of concurrent anticholinergic medication was
not eliminated.
In spite of the improvements offered by the present trial, however, the
benefits of adding amantadine to L-DOPA were expected to be modest at
best; and the drug trial thus served as a stern test of the sensitivity
and validity of the tracking test battery.
Tracking Measures
A summary of the quantitative tracking measures comparing the
control data obtained from the 15 age-matched normals to the patient
scores obtained after administration of L-DOPA + placebo and L-DOPA +
amantadine is shown in Figure 5.1. The control subjects are found to
perform better than the patients on all the tracking tasks regardless
of the treatment group, although the patients do perform relatively
better on step and critical tracking than on random tracking.
The performance of the combined treatment groups is expressed as a
i t i
'' ! !percentage of matched normal performance and shown in Table 5.2. It is
useful
normal
to express patient scores in
function since it is the goal of the physician to return the
patienl
in the
if the
's function to the pre-dise;
random
normal
any drug trial as a percentage of
1
 I i •
se. level. For example, an improvement
tracking score from 3.
control score was foi
to 3.04 would be far less
t6i.be 0.50 instead of 1.89
meaningfulj
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TABLE 5.2
PERFORMANCE OF PATIENTS IN THE TRACKING TEST BATTERY EXPRESSED
AS A PERCENTAGE OF MATCHED ADULT NORMAL FUNCTION
Test
STEP TRACKING
_ Reaction Time, Right to Left
Reaction Time, Left to Right
Movement Time, Right to Left
Movement Time, Left to Right
RANDOM TRACKING
Integral of Absolute Error
CRITICAL TRACKING
Reciprocal of Critical Root
Units
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Milliseconds
Centimeter-Seconds
Second
Milliseconds
Matched Adult
Normal Function
Mean ± 2SD
303 ± 78
294 ± 67 "
4S9 ± 220
568 ± 234
1.89 ± 1.16
362 ± 128
Patients on
L-Dopa ^ P
% SO
83 19
33 ,7
78 22
76 22
61 23
78 17
Patients on
L-Oopa + A
% SD
90 22
86 18
80 20
84 23
65 17
81 18
The fact that the parkinsonian patients perform considerably below
normal is not surprising. Numerous investigators have noted that patientsin
with parkinsonism have difficulties in initiating responses and are
slow to react to sensory stimuli (Talland',
19
dif Ficulty in maintaining continuous ^ov^ments (Ferret, 1968; Ferret,
et il., 1970; Schwab, et al., 1954; and :Kj?Lpg, 1959). The especially
I I i f'IN 'I
lov
agr
J2). Parkinsonian patients have beenj Reported to have particular
-
1963; Dinnerstein, et al.,
percent lof normal performance for the
j
ce
I i
eement with this finding. Part of , the
! | ' fi '.'
prc >ably due to their longer reactiqB ft in
i i l l . i l
raadorn tracking task is in
;} «
pftients' poor performance is
H ;
The [integrated absolute
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error measure is especially sensitive to large deviations from the target.
Not only did the patients have a tendency to occasionally deviate by large
amounts but they also failed to correct immediately. The relatively
better performance by the patients on the Critical Task is an interesting
finding. Part of the improvement may be the result of the test measure,
for the critical root is not as sensitive to the cumulative error as
the IAE score. Another possibility is that the Critical Task is more
motivating than random tracking. A typical remark from one of the
patients was that the test "makes you feel like you've been defeated
when the line goes off the screen." Many patients that appeared bored
with the random tracking task became quite enthused and challenged during
the Critical Task, •
As can be seen from Figure 5.1 and Table 5.2, the L-DOPA + amantadine
treatment group demonstrates better performance on all of the tests than
does the L-DOPA + placebo treatment group. Paired-t tests were performed
on the mean differences in performance for the 2 treatment groups. The
results of this analysis are shown in Table 5.3. VJhile all of the
tracking test measures showed improvements favoring the L-DOPA + amantadine
treatment group, only the step tracking (left to right movement time) and
! | ;
the Critical Task measure showed improvements significant at the 5% level.
i ' 1 '
While dhanges in the random tracking scores and right to left reaction
time s
these
!
^tatis
ores were equal to or greater than 10%, large variations in
cores among patients prevented
ical significance.
these changes from reaching
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TABLE 5.3
RESULTS OF TRACKING TEST BATTERY INVOLVING 28 PARKINSON
PATIENTS: COMPARISON BETWEEN L-DOPA + PLACEBO AND
L-OOPA + AMANTADINE TREATMENT GROUPS
Test
STEP TRACKING
Reaction Tina, Right to Left
Reaction Time, Left to Right
Movement Time, Right to Left
Movement Time, Left to Right
—RANDOM-TRACKING
Integral of Absolute Error
CRITICAL TRACKING
Reciprocal of Critical Roof
Units
Millisecond!
Millisecond!
Millisecond!
Milliseconds
Centimeter-Seconds
Second
Milliiecondi
L-DOPA * Amonfodine
Mean SO
359 91
358 84
642 145
717 191
3.04 .74
463 96
L-DOPA + Placebo
Mean SO
385 102
363 81
67? 215
820 289
3.36 1.35
486 HO
Difference
27
10
4
10
.32
22
% Change
10
4
7
16
11
5
r
1.61
.75
1.18
2.32-
1.42
2.23-
• p<.05 .. - -
Concurrent Validity'
As pointed out in Chapter I, one of the most important methodological
issues in the evaluation of new test measures is that of validity.i
According to Kelly (1969), "the validity' of a set of scores refers to
the correctness of the inferences which .one makes on the basis of the
scores." In the case of the tracking scores one would infer that the
effects of adding amantadine to L-DOPA are beneficial but modest. The
next step is to determine the appropriateness of this inference by re-
ferring to other established measures of the neurolgoical condition of
the patients. The concurrent validity of the tracking test battery may
be deduced from -:he extent to which its scores agree with those of the
more established1 testing procedures.
Patients' Imoressions: Nineteen of
L-DOPA + amantadine was superior
i
patients preferred L-DOPA + place
:o (L-I
-DOPA + amantadine,
the 28 oatients felt that
3A -i- placebo, and 11 of the
"
4 of'
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these patients judged it at least 25% better. Four of the patients felt
that neither the amantadine nor the placebo treatment offered any improve-
ment in function. None of the patients felt that their functional
capacity was worsened by either of the treatments.
Subjective Irrpres5 ions: Scores on the disability
scales (dressing, hygiene, feeding, speech) were all lower on the
average, indicating less disability, for the L-DOPA + amantadine treat-
ment group, although no individual cacegory of functional disability was
significantly better (Table 5.4). In addition, scores obtained from the
standard neurologic examination suggested that the combination of L-DOPA
+ amantadine improves arra tremor, leg tremor, and gait more than L-DOPA
+ placebo (Table 5.5).
TABLS 5.4
~ Comparison of Patient Scores on Disability Scales
for L-DQPA + Placebo end L-DOPA + Amantadine
Treatment Groups
V
»
E
F
s
KT"\FJjl
talking
ressing
ygiene
i ting
2eding
jeech
: ^: M
2: M.
' _ . . L-DOPA + Placebo
1.9
2.5
i
2.8 i
- — ' • •
0.88
1.5
1.9
.Id Disability
>derate DisaJjility
i
I ;
"
"I
M
8 ! ^
, i
i
1
1 5
I
u •%
1 l
L-DOPA + Amantadine
i
l.Z
2.3
2.2
0.8J
1.4
• _ _
j i ' * '
r^ Disability
j| Loss of^Eunctic
if
•-
:r. i
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TABLE 5.5
Comparison of Patient Scores on Standard Meurlogical
Examination for L-DOPA + Placebo and L-DOPA + Amantadine
Treatment Groups
V
*
L-DOPA + Placebo L-DOPA + Amantadine
Tremor, right hand 2.1
Tremor, left hand 1.4
Tremor, right leg 0.8
Tremor, left leg 0.5
Rigidity, right arm 0.8
Rigidity, left arm 0.7
Finger coord., right 1.8
Finger coord., left 1.6
Bradykines ia 1.5
Weakness, right leg 0.4
Weakness, left leg 0.4
Rising 1.0
Posture .1.8
Stability 1.0
Gait
Loss o:
Loss oi
is
! M
i;
1!
. I - .1
' 1
i .
1
| assoc. movt. , right 3.6
assoc. rnovt., left 3...
= p < .05
lY: 1: Mild Disability
2: Moderate Disability
- - - •_ -- - .. .
I
i
i
t
i
:
j
t
t
3
4
|
(
i
1;
|
1.8-
1.1
0 . 5*
0 . 2*
0.7
0.6
1.7
1.5
1.4
0.4
0.3
1.0
1.6
0.8
1.3*
3.4
2.9
-
Severe Disability ,
. Total Loss of Function
i
, |
i
t
i
i
\
1
I i I1i : <•'
Quantitative Measures: Analysis of the CQNE test scores revealed
that the combination of drugs is superior to L-DOPA -I- placebo for
several tests associated with coordination of the hands as shown in
•i
Table 5.6. This was also evident for the Simulated Activities of Daily
Living Examination, where the combination was significantly better than
L-DOPA + placebo for 3 of the 17 tests (Table 5.7). The change in per-
cent of normal function was from 76.-7% (L-DOPA + placebo) to 81.6%
(L-DOPA t amantadine) on the SADLE
 v Considerlng^tfre— entire-battery-of -
quantitative tests, 94 of the 105 total test measures favored the
;.
L-DOPA + amantadine treatment group;;
It is helpful for supporting the validity of the tracking test
measures to look more closely at the specific tests in the CQNE and
:*'
SADLE that were shown in Chapter Itf to relate to the tracking measures.
These relationships were determined with | a group of normal young adults
f
so they may not hold as well for older patients with neurological
abnormalities. Nevertheless, it is of interest to consider some of the
CQNE and SADLE tests in more detail.
Simple reaction time in the CQNE, for example, was found to correlate
significantly with step reaction time for the young adult normals
(r = 0.40). In the therapeutic trial, the parkinsonian patients had
step reaction tires well over 100 milliseconds longer than simple
reaction times. Since part of the latency in the step tracking task is
used for organizing arid" "preparing "the
response, the size of this differ
for both step reaction time and s
trie e.:
nee i
cution of a -highly skilled
: ' i ,
reasonable. The general trend
i
action time is the same, namely,
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TABLE 5.7
Comparison of Patient Scores on SADLE for L-DOPA t- Placebo
and L-DOPA -f Amantadine Treatment Groups
Test
Shirt
Large Button
Small Button
Zipper
Bow
Cutting
Fork
Toothpaste
Dialing
Safety Pin
L-DOPA + A
Mean SD
46.38 74.21
9.91 5.45
14.61 21.73
5.62 3.89
19.04 19.82
14.57 6.06
2.77 0.81
10.15 6.59
18.79 14.79
8.13 5.97
L-DOPA + P
Mean SD
58.51 91.29
14.74 22.11
23.96 35.42
6.80 6.19
30.57 36.46
20.73 21.11
3.17 1.62
8.93 4.01
16.51 6.22
14.47 24.52
Diff
12.33
4.82
9.35
1.18
11.53
6.16
0.40
1.22
2.27
6.35
%
32.96
34.66
64.67
19.08
42.71
44.04
11.43
1.05
.18
67.85
t - DIFF
1.27
1.26
1.83
2.08 *
2.42 *
1.62
1.95
1.17
0.77
1.42
=
 P < .05
= p < .01
to favqr the L-DOPA + amantadine treatment group. The step tracking
measure
and app ears to be a slightly more
time.
patient
exercia
! .:
showed a greater percent change favoring this treatment, however.,
This is especially true for
s were moving the control stick, toward their body and probably
ed the most caution.
ensitive measure than simple reaction
(•! ' 'the' right to left movement where the
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The movement time measures for the step tracking task were found
to correlate with a number of strength and steadiness measures as well
as with the SADLE test requiring cutting with a knife in the young normal
population. In the therapeutic trial only step movement time for a
left to right transition showed a statistically significant improvement
with L-DOPA + amantadine, although all the other measures did show
improvements favoring this treatment. It is interesting to note, however,
that with the young normal group, movement time and steadiness were
negatively correlated indicating that the faster a person is the less
steady he will tend to be. If this same relationship held with the
parkinsonian patients, their improvement in speed should have corresponded
to a decrement in steadiness, which was not the case. Because of the
pathological tremor demonstrated by many of the patients, it is fair to
assume that the steadiness tests were probably measuring different
functions than with the young normal group.
While the random tracking task measure stood somewhat alone as the
major identifier of a Rate Control facto]
correlations with pencil rotation (r = 0
i
(r p 0.35). All of these measures, showe
am;
St£
w« Pe used to identify a Control Pre
ntadine, but only the pencil task cha:ige
tistical significance.
The Critical Task, rotary
I • I
; I I
pursuit,' !anj I
•scores
api sars^
showed significant
lers.
,,it did have moderater i
I ?:) and squeezing toothpaste
improvement with L-DOPA t
in performance reached
supported force steadiness
actor. Only the Critical
i I . • -'"" * -Vr-
ver. ; The main j reason for 't'
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It is thus found that there is general agreement between the
majority of qualitative and quantitative measures and the tracking
battery. Furthermore, in comparing all measures of performance involving
the upper extremity, the tracking tests were found to be at least as
sensitive to the performance changes observed between the two treatment
groups as the most sensitive quantitative measures of either the
Clinical Quantitative Neurological Examination or the Simulated Activities
of Daily Living Examination.
CHAPTE! vi
'•;/»*'
PHASE PLANES ANB^POWER SPECTRA
The purpose of this chapter is to consider the application of two
&
frequently used systems engineering .techniques, phase plane diagrams
and power spectral density functions;, for describing the tracking
behavior of patients with neurological disorders. Samples from the
tracking records of 35 normal subjects, ages 18 to 71 years, and 35
';• '-V
patients demonstrating movement disorders with previous neurological
diagnoses of multiple sclerosis, Parkinson's disease, and cerebral palsy
were examined using these techniques. Representative time records and
phase plane diagrams for the step tracking task and time records and
power spectra of the tracking error for the random tracking task are
\
4
presented. In that the sample size:is small and the application of
£'
these techniques is new, most of the discussion will be devoted to
: i
qualitative inferences. ,'
Introductory Description of Phase Planes and Power Spectra
A phase plane trajectory is simply a plot of velocity versus
position with time as a parameter (Graham and McRuer, 1961, and Levinson,
1962). In engineering applications the chief value of the phase plane
approach lies in the fact that the trajectories, which represent the
transient behavior of a system, can often be determined even though the
i !'
- exact.. r_elaXipn_sh^ip_b^_tween_ position: andj.time is unknown." In this paper
phase plane trajectories were obt ined bj
"Analysis1 is limited to firs
plotting know values 'of
second-order systems
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velocity against known values of position. The velocity and position
signals were recorded on magnetic tape and then played back at a reduced
speed on an X-Y plotter. A hypothetical phase plane diagram is shown
in Figure 6.1. Phase trajectories have a definite direction associated
with them; for when the velocity is positive the path Tnust go to the
right, and when the velocity is negative the path must go to the left.
Crossovers on the velocity axis indicate overshoots in the response
function.
Even when the time behavior is already known there is still merit
to examining performance in the phase plane. This is especially true
when families of trajectories are examined. Testing with humans is
normally subject to considerable variability even when performance for
the same individual is concerned, and this is even more true for patients
with neurological disorders. Plotting several phase plane trajectories
on the same graph provides a compact way of displaying the variability
in step responses at the same time that it clearly illustrates charac-
teristic movement patterns.
The phase plane method is a time doi!ia:.n technique because it deals
wr
den ;ities, on the other hand, represen
Fre mency domain analysis is based on tne;
tyi ; we are concerned with can be syijthes.,iz4d from a series of sinusoid
con >onents. j The concept of frequency
i signals that are expressed as. functions .-of time. Power spectral
ii i
t
behavior in the frequency domain.
ract that waveforms of theT
arc tee from a musical context (Scott,
arc ind the harmonics of a given tone £.n
tl a components of frequency
Musical scales are built
sical chords depend on the
Velocity
t=3
Crossovers-
indicate :
overshoots
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PHASE PLANE
For positive velocity the trajectory
goes to the right
Position
Phase
Trajectory
For negative velocity the trajectory
goes to the left
Position
ft 1. Phase Plane Diagram anc orfesRonding Time Traces,
18l
resolution of complex sounds into individual ccmDonents. Similarly,
• - . i
the task of frequency analysis is to.;- resolve a complex waveform into
sinusoidal components of different frequencies and then to represent
the waveform in terms of the characteristics of the individual sinusoids
(see, for example, Licklider, 1951).:: The square wave of Figure 6.2
is a good example to consider for this type of analysis. This waveform
can be represented by a fundamental 'component and a series of odd
harmonics of varying amplitudes. Even with the two components shown
. V-'
in the figure, it is apparent that the square waveform is being approached.
'••i
By adding more and more components fbgether it is possible to bring the
sum arbitrarily close to the square waveform. The terra "density" is
used because the area under the function over all frequencies from zero
to infinity is the total "power" in .the waveform. The power density
f ;
functions thus illustrate the dominant frequency ranges in a signal which
contribute to its overall mean-square value. Detection of periodicities
can be noted in the power spectral density function by the presence of
sharp peaks at discrete frequencies (see Bendat, 1962).
Since the frequency domain concept may be difficult to grasp for the
uninitiated, time histories of a sinusoidal function, narrow-band noise,
and wide-band noise, along with the corresponding power spectral density
functions are shown in Figure 6.3. For the sinusoidal function, the
mean-square poweri is concentrated at a sjingle frequency. In the case of
i Ij
''•'.. "|T
narrow-band noise, the power spectral; dan
particular frequency and then rapi
i
A resting tremor of somewhat varyi
ity function is centered at a
i
x>aches zero on either side.
tude in a narrow frequency
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Square Wave
Time
D-C Value, Fundamental, and Third Harmonic
0
X X Time
Partial Sum
Time
Fi 6,2. Resolution of a Square Wave ititoj Sinusoidal Components.
' ft :
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.1
'
;t
8?
range could produce a similar time iUstory. For wide-band noise, there
:&
is no concentration at any particular frequency and the power spectral
'<£-.
:density function is spread out over^ 'a large frequency range.
/??
The power spectral density functions for random tracking error were
•f
obtained by first computing an autocorrelation function and then computing
.-S
£;..
the Fourier transform of this function to obtain the desired spectral
»
representations (see Appendix D and;; Stern, 1971 for details). While
the absolute levels of the spectra":Shown are arbitrary, the power spectra
.•,>-
'"?
are not normalized, thus allowing comparisons between the power in db
'"-<:
'V
for any given subject and the power': at the same frequency for any other
:• i';
subject .* * .j
4"
•'.•'.
Results vf
While quantitative indices of tracking performance are useful in
evaluating the effects of different types of therapy, spatial-temporal
response records provide a more complete source of information on
tracking performance. Such records preserve the interesting movement
characteristics and often provide a basis for hypotheses which further
the understanding of motor performance. Furthermore, inspection of graphic
records often provides the rationale for choosing among different
possible quantitative indicants. With these thoughts in mind, phase
ii
*The_db_or jlecibel scale is a logarithmic; form of the power density scale.
Thus, if the power o^nsity~lever P,"at:~ frequency f. "is IQ-timeS'the level
P at frequency f-, then P is said to be 10 db greater than P^. .If P^
lc inn -t-iTnoo P fhon P i<= On ^K <rr>e>a-l-krf than P .is 100 times , then , is 20 db g
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plane diagrams and power spectra were .used to characterize the \ :-.
tracking performance of patients with various movement disorders.
Phase Plane Diagrams
Figure 6.4 illustrates typical step response patterns for four
subjects with widely varying neurological conditions. The initial
starting point is at a position of 40 degrees and the desired end point
is at 0 degrees. Each response pattern will be considered individually,
1. Young adult normal: The step response is rapid and precise
and exhibits a single small overshoot.
2. Multiple sclerosis patient with moderate to severe intention
tremor: Classical intention tremor which appears only during
active movements is clearly demonstrated here. No tremor is
present at rest or during the early part of the movement; but
as the target is approached, oscillations appear and then
persist for several seconds after the target region has been
reached. The step response is somewhat violent, the tremor
1
 !
is coarse, and-^ the patient has considerable difficulty in
settling on the exact target pp
3. Parkinsonian patient with sever4'rform of resting tremor is shown
:ion.
'testing tremor: A classical
this response. The tremor
becomes manifest at rest and ceases during voluntary
There is a characteristic dela
stoppage of the movement ana theid t i
tremor begins with small ampljj
accustomed level withiin a1 f cr
movement.
several seconds between the
appearance of tremor. The
oscillations and reaches its
p
_zs
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4. Adult cerebral palsy patient with mild intention tremor and
I
slight resting tremor: The' step response is rapid and precise
- ' v f
.R
except for mild oscillations at the end of the movement. These
oscillations settle down to a low amplitude tremor which remains
.•'i;,
at rest. f
&
'$
Figure 6.5 shows families of trajectories for four normal young
adult subjects. These trajectories',are for both right to left and left
to right movements. The starting point for the right to left movement
is +M-0 deg. and the target jpoint iis 0 deg. , while for the left to right
movement they are just the opposite;. While there is considerable
variability in peak velocities between subjects, intra-subject variability
is low. A single, small overshoot .is characteristic of most of the
-V
responses. .,f
Families of trajectories for six multiple sclerosis patients are
shown in Figure 6.6. The patients are listed according to a physician's
subjective evaluation of their intention tremor, from slight to moderate-
severe. It is important to note that this evaluation was made prior to
the time the patients were tested with the tracking battery. The move-
ment patterns vary from those that are only slightly different from
normal to patterns that show coarse and violent oscillations about the
target point. :
The information contained in these jplots can be transformed into
! I * <
quantitative measures. For example,(in'the parki
in Chapter V, a movement time mea
i
time between the first large move
ll.'l
ure v,
;| f ;
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study considered
used which was based on thet
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qm zerio in ttie velocity record
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6.5, Phase Plane Trajectories $&
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Pig. 6 .6. Phase Plane Trajectories
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of 6 Multiple Sclerosis Patients.
Iand the return to zero. While movement time is a meaningful measurei
of step tracking performance for normals and parkinsonian patients,
'I
inspection of the phase plane diagrams for multiple sclerosis patients
suggests that additional measures are required to effectively describe
*?
this performance. The neurologist's evaluation of intention tremor is
V
based on a subjective weighting of different aspects of the speed and
accuracy of a movement toward a target, as in the finger-to-nose test.
Movement time, decomposition, overshoots, and oscillations about the
&
:^f
target all enter into his evaluation. Control engineers use a number
'v
of precise performance measures forejudging the step responses of
i
physical systems which are equally appropriate for quantifying movement
disorders in a step tracking task. Time delay and rise time are two
V
measures that are closely related to reaction time and movement time.
?lore important measures, as far as intention tremor is concerned, are
peak overshoot and settling time. Peak overshoot is the largest negative
error between input and output during the transient state. On the phase
plane diagram for the moderate-severe multiple sclerosis patient this
corresponds to 19 degrees for a left to right movement and 15 degrees
for a right to left movement. A typical female normal, Figure 6.5(b),
i
has a left to rig it peak overshoot of 2 degrees and a right to left peak
overshoot of 8 degrees. Settling time is the time required for the
response to decrease and stay within a specified percentage of its final
value, typically 5%. For the multiple
Figure 6.1, the settling time is 3
adult in the same figure it is onl
8 se
erosis patient shown in
: ' i
ids while for the normal young
seconds. Inspection of the j
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phase plane trajectories for multiple sclerosis patients strongly
suggests that the neurologist is also influenced by these performance
measures in making his rating and that these measures can provide a
meaningful and objective characterisation of patient performance.
Attempts to obtain a quantitative measure of the finger-to-nose
test have previously proved unsuccessful. Part of the difficulty now
seems apparent. Performance in this test is multidimensional in nature
and unless a psychomotor test contains the same type of performance
dimensions, high correlations will not be found. Although the small
number of multiple sclerosis patients studied precludes the use of
statistical correlations, the phase plane features do appear to be in
close agreement with what the neurologist can see.
Power Spectral Densities
Power density spectra basically describe the statistical behavior
of random functions in terms of the frequency domain. Error patterns in
the random tracking task were analyzed us;ing this technique. Error
ii i
patterns were selected because they are concerned with the realtions
between the desired response and the actual
beh<
pat
mov«
idei
powi
vior is more concerned with this relati
ern itself. Spectral densities werg
! , i
ure, integrated absolute error (IAE.
ment patterns present in the error s:.
us
•response, and skilled motor
qn than with the response
ed because the traditional
tical IAE scores but completely differ*>n : error patterns.I In addition,
r spectral densities are
jfa'ils to account for the actual
| t
. Two subjects may have
:
:a]v rfco transient and infrequent
I i
92.
lapses in tracking accuracy which are often the cause of large variability
in IAE scores for the same subject.
Figure 6.7 shows' error power spectra for four normal control subjects.
Based on previously obtained IAE scores, these control subjects span
the range of performance found for the normal groups. The shapes of
the spectra are basically similar with no sharp peaks. The fact that
the two older control subjects have the highest and lowest low frequency
power levels is worth noting. The variability in performance for the
group of 15 older normals was much greater than for the 20 young normals .
Error records for the four subjects are shown in Figure 6.8.
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Figure 6.9 shows the error power spectra obtained from the same
older normal on two separate occasions three weeks apart. There is
good agreement between the two sets of measurements especially at
hi
pe
bu
ne
pa
ler frequences; The' group of older; nto;Trials tended to improve their
i If !
formance when retested, i.e., they r.eilucfed their power density levels,j d
: 1.1 LL.
r <-v ^  r*T\ ?\ 4- i ithe trends were not statistically significant based on IAE scores
1 I - MS .
2 Chapter III).
The error power spectra for thr^ e pillants with widely varyingf i ; i ] i ' ' !
rological disorders are shovn in Figur® .3J-10. . The multiple sclerosi
ient had a slow, coarse intention t whicti did not result in any
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sharp peaks in the error spectrum. ;JThe slowly moving random target
signal did not require limb movements sufficiently rapid to always
-V*.
suppress resting tremor in the parkinsonian patients. As a result,
the power spectrum for the parkinsonian patient has a rather broad peak
in the 3 to 4 hz range indicating that his resting tremor appeared
only intermittently during the tracking task. In contrast, the cerebral
palsy patient had a very regular, small amplitude tremor throughout
the random tracking trials. This resulted in a very decided peak at
about 3.5 hz. |^.
The fact that the rhythmic character of some tremors is more
obvious than that of others is clearly illustrated by these spectra.
In general, tremors are composed ofv>waves of different frequencies and
amplitudes. If a particular frequency is dominant and persistent, as
in the case of the cerebral palsy patient;, the tremor appears to be
extremely regular. On the other hand, if no particular frequency
is dominant or if the frequency and amplitude patterns are changing,
then an irregular rhythm is apparent.
Figure 6.11 compares the power spectra for 2 multiple sclerosis
patients with that of a normal young adult. The differences in the
power density levels at the low frequency end of the spectra are striking
The patient with the previously diagnosed intention tremor of mild to
moderate does show a slight peak at around 2 hz,
/!
Figure 6.12 shows the power spec.tra
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severe hypokinesia and a severe resting tremor which did not cease
during the tracking task and which was not affected differentially by
the two treatments. There is a slight overall improvement with the
L-DOPA + amantadine treatment combination, however. This improvement
is not caused by learning as amantadine was administered first.
Figure 6.13 compares two parkinsonian patients with an age-matched
control subject. The patient with severe hypokinesia has a very rapid
fall-off in error power density with frequency and very high power
density at the low end of the spectrum. This type of characteristic
indicates that the patient made predominantly slow, smooth motions and
very few quick, corrective movements. The other parkinsonian patient
had a severe resting tremor which appeared intermittently during
voluntary movement, thus producing small peaks around 2.5 and 3.5 hz.
Figures 6.14 and 6.15 show error traces for each of the patients described
above.
While the intent of the random tracking studies and the subsequent
I ;
spectral analysis was not to investigate the mechanisms of tremor, an
- — . j
interesting observation can still be mada;:.n this regard. A number of;
 11 !investigators have studied the effect of !increasing the moment of inertia
of :he vibrating body part on the frequer
: i '
Ranlall, 1967 for a brief review). Both supporting and nonsupporting
i I i ' 111 ' "i j
\
evidence for a mechanical mechanism qf ftr'emc
inv ;stigators have found little
adc
icy of tremor (see Stiles and
ed mass while others have reported "defjijh:
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mechanical properties of the body part. The present experiments support
V.
•;.•»
these latter findings. Very definite reductions in upper limb tremor
..-'#'
frequency were noted for the patients tracking with the large position
'?.•
stick. The observed frequencies occurring during purposeful movement
;f-"
ranged between 2.0 and 5.0 hertz while the normal, unloaded range is
I
typically 4.0 to 7.0 hertz . Thus , .while the mechnical properties of a
*£,
limb may not be the only influence on the frequency of tremor they,
nevertheless, contribute an important element to it.
'•$'
'**
Although only a small sample of all the patients and control subjects
tested have been analyzed using power density spectra, there do appear
to be particular spectral patterns which characterize different groups
.jr
of individuals. Normal subjects seem to have a much flatter spectrum
•**.
than the other groups indicating they used a combination of slow, snsooth
j- ' ii
movements and quick, corrective ones. Parkinsonian patients with severe
hypokinesia showed much less power at higher frequencies relative to
lower frequencies than did the normal subjects. In fact, the slope of
the power spectral density curve appears to be a good measure of
hypokinesia. The greater the slope is, the more severe is the disorder.
Patients with tremulous movements can be identified by the presence of
peaks at discrete frequencies in the spectral records.
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CHAPTER VII
SUMMARY AND SUGGESTIONS
Summary
The development of highly successful therapeutic methods for the
treatment of neurological disorders and the expansion of experimental
investigation in neurology and neuropharmacology have led to increasing
use of objective methods in such research. Clinical investigators are
becoming more exacting in their attempts to detect small changes in
neurological function, and it is important that new methodologies for
measuring human performance be thoroughly investigated. While consider-
able reliance is still placed on subjective clinical evidence, more and
more attention is being devoted to the development of standardized
quantitative performance indices. In the present research, a number of
tracking tasks that have proven useful to control engineers and
psychologists measuring skilled performance have been evaluated for use
in a clinical environment. Three basic tasks have been investigated;i
namely, step tracking, random tracking, ana the Critical Task. The
standard quantitative performance measures ,| reaction time and movement
ti
wer
we
th
B, integrated absolute error, and esftjmated effective tise delay,
used. More sophisticated phase'pi atfe
1 ' I3 performed on a small sample of the , tracking records
Most tracking investigatiqns have [bee
tationary nature, that is, vhere
subject's response characteristic
I i,
1021
! If1in
and power spectral analyses
:as
Ifi -\
concerned with situations o
variables are;constant and
^acause of training,[have low
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variability. In a clinical environment, however, extensive training
time is a luxury that simply cannot'be afforded. Reasonable stationarity
and repeatability are' still required if the tracking measures are to be
meaningful. In order to minimize variability under these conditions,
;
the four engineering task variables, forcing function characteristics,
display characteristics, control stick dynamics, and plant dynamics
were kept as simple as possible in the present experiments.
Whenever new quantitative tests for measuring neurologic disorders
are developed it is of interest to examine the performance of normal
subjects as well as patients on the tests. The tracking test battery
was administered to a group of young adult normals, ages 18 to 21, and
to a group of older adult normals, ages 50 to 74, for the purpose of
obtaining quantitative standards against which patient performance could
be compared and to assess the importance of age, sex, learning, and hand
dominance on performance. Ten of the older normals were used in a
test-retest study to determine reliability measures for the tracking
battery. Five of the six performance indices had reliability coefficients
significantly different "from zero at or above the 5% level. Integrated
absolute error and estimated effective time delay had coefficients
I . ;
above 90. Learning effects, measured with the same 10 subjects, were
not statistically significant.
.gnificant differences in pe
step r
normalr
large
formance due to age were found for the
> I
action time and step movement time measures. Twenty young adult
I ' ' i ' i i .
and 15 older normals were used for comparison. The especially
lifference in movement time :qrraance was attributed to a more
cautious approach taken by the olderv subjects. While in general, males
'•:*••
'-^••'
tended to perform better than females, statistically significant differ-
4
 ."i-
;r,
ences were observed only for the movement time measures in the young
.''•'
normal control group. These results appear to be due to large differences
i':
*>•
in strength between the males and females. No differential effects for
1
right versus left handed performance were noted in a sub-group of 8 young
M
normals. £*
• ?,j
A factor analysis of the new tracking measures and established
'I
measures from the CQNE and SADLE was performed to provide a perspective
i*?
on the new tests. The analysis demonstrated that the tracking measures
:£
chosen for study were comprehensive-'in that each of them loaded heavily
on a different factor or trait. In addition, integrated absolute error
i\
was found to measure a factor identified as Rate Control which was pre-
viously lacking in the CQNE. High loadings on the factor Control
Precision by both the Critical Task and the rotary pursuit task suggest .
that the Critical Task, with its added advantages, might be considered
as a replacement for the earlier test. As an evaluation of practical
utility the tracking test battery was used in a drug trial designed to
compare the efficacy, of amantadine versus placebo in treating 28
i
parkinsonian patients already receiving optimal doses of L-DOPA. The
selected tracking; measures provided information that was useful in
detecting...aj3d_dpclumeniting_inodest _but_statistically significant changes
in motor performance. The finding^were, Verified by comparison with
i i Ii ! !!
more established qualitative and qjanti'ktive measures of performance,
, >;; .i ; I ! ;
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including the professional opinion of two neurologists recorded during
the clinical trial. Taken together, the results of the factor analysis
and the controlled clinical trial offer strong evidence supporting the
construct and concurrent validity of the quantitative tracking measures.
Phase plane diagrams and power spectral density functions were
found to provide a useful means of characterizing the tracking performance
of patients with movement disorders. Both techniques offer a cornpact
way of describing tracking behavior while still retaining the important
features of the actual movement patterns involved. The phase plane
method, in particular, appears to offer much promise for objectively
evaluating intention tremor. Comparisons of phase plane diagrams and
the "neurologist's ratings of 6 multiple sclerosis patients with varying
degrees of intention tremor demonstrated that the phase plane character-
istics are in close agreement with what the neurologist can see.
Suggestions for Future Work
This research effort has shown that:tracking can be a sensitive
• I'' •and convenient task for—use in clinical evaluations. Methods for scoring
range from very simple paper and pencil measurements to very elaborate
ma
th
ex
ra
mo
fa
hematical treatments. By changes of; target speed and other variables,
M ltask can be made extremely easy oriitippssibly difficult. The force,
ent, and timing of the subject's movements can be made to [cover a wic
ge of patterns. As Seashore (1951)ihas oted, the pattern of
ements involved in a given task ip JLi
fferehefes
I . si • I •
'•]
-il
tor underlying individual d:
su ijec t:s, rather than the sens? rnoda,!!:!.
to be the most important
motor skills for normal
the specific musculature
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employed. Thus, once set up, a tracking apparatus can be used to provide
a wide range of testing situations, each providing additional information
relevant to the subject's ability structure.
While the present selection of quantitative tracking indices has
proven reliable and valid, additional research on task variables and
performance indices for clinical applications is necessary. Improvements
in the present tracking task battery can certainly be made. The random
tracking task is an example. The results of the factor analysis indicate
that random tracking error measures a trait that should be included in
a comprehensive evaluation of motor function. Of all the measures in
the tracking test battery, this measure showed the lowest percent of
normal function for the parkinsonian patients; and yet, integrated
absolute error failed to discriminate between young adult normals and
older normals. In the controlled clinical trial, the L-DOPA + amantadine
treatment group showed an 11% improvement in this measure over the
L-DOPA + placebo treatment group; but this improvement was not of
statistical significance because of the large variability in scores.
These results point out the difficulties in designing a random
tracking task for use with patients having movement disorders. The
: ! | ,
target can be made extremely easy or impossibly difficult to follow.
Patien
pathol
reduce
(if the
substa
s are already working under a great deal of stress from their
gical condition, and their margin for test cooperation is markedly
. from normal. They may thu
test situation is too diffi
rtial subject attention and
become easily annoyed or depressed
:t. i .The random tracking tas
ipejratlon; and if it is too
k requires
difficult
~for the patients it will affect their task attitude, and the meaning of
it
the results will be obscured. Additional research with this task is
called for. Shorter task durations,?and displaying a target circle whose
'-;
diameter is proportional to integrated absolute error for the previous
5 to 10 second period might help to.jlower the high variability in the
,vt;
patient's scores. j*
'-'£
In the case of patients with neurological disorders, not only the
movement pattern used but the specific musculature involved is an
important factor to consider in designing a task. For this reason,
<£
lower extremity tracking appears tog be an especially promising area for
future investigations. Multiple sclerosis patients often have severely
,,-r
affected lower extremities without.any major disability in their upper
extremities. For many patients taking part in the L-DOPA and amantadine
drug trial, the most noticeable improvement occurred in their lower
extremeties. Another area worthy of consideration is eye tracking.
Visual and eye movement control problems are among the first to appear
in many neurological disorders, and more precise measures in these
areas could provide a very sensitive means of evaluating therapeutic
procedures.
The presentjresearch effort has been concerned with establishing
the effectiveness of tracking tasks for use in clinical applications.
Primary interest'has been in the effects ,of different neurological
conditions and therapeutic drug treatme-Q
data.
s on the"resuitIng quantitative
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Practical questions regarding reliability and validity have been
considered. While additional research on task variables for clinical
use should be pursued, more theoretical orientations concerned with the
clarification of underlying mechanises responsible for a given pathological
condition or response to a given drug may also be worthwhile considering.
One method for analyzing random tracking data that appears particularly
•':
promising for this type of research is transfer function analysis. This
method involves a slight extension and alteration of the power spectral,
density approach described in Chapter VI and Appendix D. In recent years,
research with transfer functions, which measure the input-output behavior
of a system, has been directed toward obtaining accurate measures of the
diverse functions carried out by subsystems of the nervous system.
Admittedly, only rather crude and speculative identifications of the
anatomical subsystems involved in tracking performance can be made.
However, these identifications do offer advantages over the use of
more general performance measures such as integrated absolute error.
It is quite likely that the subsystems t ia;t can be identified by means
of transfer function analysis will be diff
i l ldi ease states, drugs, or other stressqrs.
ch
mo
Po
en
i
racteristics should provide a fruitful
or disorders.
t'
There are many opportunities for co"
ineeirs and medical investigators ,1 but
• [ i l l ! ! .
"For nonlinear systems a similar)
function analysis must bel us|edj.!;
2rentially affected by different
j For this reason, transfer
I
approach to the study of
H
ioration between systems
4 barrier between
\ue kjnown as describing f
engineers
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and physicians is a formidable one. Perhaps the main challenge is for
the engineer to demonstrate the value of his techniques for use in
medical research and actual medical practice. Medical investigators have
learned that it is useful to study those parts of the brain that deal
with movement as a complete system rather than as isolated components.
There is a growing awareness that the functions that feedback control
systems are designed to perform are in many respects analogous to those
required by humans in many of their everyday tasks. The tracking
apparatus serves as a useful framework for studying and describing man's
sensory-motor abilities in terms of systems engineering concepts.
Quantitative measures of motor function are not meant as reolaceiiients
for sound clinical judgment, but they may serve to free the neurologist
from some of the routine aspects of an examination and, more importantly,
supply him with more objective and precise information on a patient's
neurological condition. As De Jong (1958) has noted:
"No other branch of medicine lends itself so well to the correlation
of signs and symptoms with disease structure as does neurology,
but it is only by means of a systematic examination and an
accurate appraisal that one can elicit and properly interpret
i
his findings."
It is hoped that the present tracking research has contributed in a small
way to a more accurate appraisal o::Jneurological function and that it
will help to stimulate more wide-s>read use of systems engineering con-
cepts
I
.n the study of neurological
ir  :
I 1 i 'h i | ;
disorders.
I ,
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APPENDIX A
BRIEF DESCRIPTIONS OF VISUAL;" ACTUITY AND SELECTED UPPER
EXTREMITY TESTS IN THE CQNE AND SADLE*
"y.
'•*:
CQNE Tests f
Vision: Distance vision is measured using a Snellen chart placed
20 feet away from the subject. The1., subject covers one eye at a time
and attempts to read the smallest line possible. The smallest line
read completely correct is recorded5 and the measure used is percent
control visual efficiency. •$
Grip Strength: A Jamar hand dynamometer is used to measure grio
strength. Five trials are performed in succession with each trial con-
sisting of the subject squeezing the handle with as much force as
possible for 5 seconds. Grip strength is measured using the average of
the maximum force exerted for the first 2 trials. Grip strength fatigue
is measured as 100 times the ratio of the maximum force on the 5th trial
divided by the maximum force on the 1st trial.
Wrist and Shoulder Strength: Wrist and shoulder strength are
measured using a modified Newman myometer applied at a fixed point on
the subject's hand or wrist perpendicular to the direction of motion.
For wrist strength the subject places his arm on the arm rest of a chair
with the wrist maximally dorsiflexed. The experimenter applies force
"More detailed descriptions are f
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Potvin (1971).
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over the third metacarpal perpendicular to the dorsum of the hand. For
shoulder strength, the subject is seated with his arm extended and held
sideways at a right angle to the body. Force is applied downward on the
wrist. In both tests the subject is told to maximally resist the force.
Two trials are performed without rest with the average of the maximum
force taken as the measure of strength.
Force Steadiness: These tests are basically constant force tracking
tasks requiring the subject to apply a constant 300 gm force to a force
stick. A meter is used to display to the subject his deviation from
300 gm. The test is performed with the arm both supported and unsupported.
Three 10 second trials are conducted for both conditions. The average
of the subject's absolute error for the 3 trials, given in gram second/
second, is used as the test measure.
Tremor: Measures of resting and sustention tremor are obtained
using an accelerometer placed on the index finger of the dominant hand.
For resting tremor, the subject places his arm on the arm rest of a
i •
chair with his wrist hanging relaxed over jthe edge. For sustention
tremor, the subject extends his arm in froat of him at right angles to
i | I
th body with the wrist and fingers extended horizontally. In each test,
i f i
s score
in
po
rials are conducted with the average
G second/second, being used ;as the testi i i ' in *;liReaction Time; The subject's simple
evice using a visual and auc itoryj s;
/ t • !• r * r
se required is to remove thd index;fin
for the trials, expressed
measure.
eaction time is measured wi
i t :
M ;i -if • ( •
ljus simultaneously i The res-
from a release button as
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fast as possible after the presentation of the stimuli. The average
time between stimulus onset and response for 10 trials is taken as the
test measure. -''.'
Hand Speed and Coordination: A hand tapping board consisting of a
row of keys mounted over a set of microswitches is the basic instrument
for these two tests. For the hand speed test, the subject is instructed
to tap anyone of the keys as quickly as possible for a 30 second period
using the index finger. The measure for hand speed is the number of taps
registered during the first 10 seconds. Hand speed fatigue is expressed
as 100 times the number of taps in the last 10 seconds divided by the
number of taps in the first 10 seconds. For hand coordination, the
subject is instructed to alternately tap as fast as possible 2 target ;
keys, whose centers are 16 inches apart, without making any errors. The
trial again lasts 30 seconds. Hand coordination and hand coordination
fatigue are measured in the same manner as the hand speed measures.
Rotary Pursuit: A Lafayette rotary pursuit apparatus which con-
sists of a hinged stylus and a 3/^ inch diameter target rotating on an
8 inch disk is used in this test. The subject attempts to keep the tip
of the,stylus on the target while it rotates at 30 revolutions per
minuteJ The average percent of time on target for three 20 second trials
?ciis use [ as the test measure.
Pyrdue Pegboard: This task r
and piti
bf hoi is. Th
•quires the subject to pick up, move,
ce, one at a time, a series
5 number of pegs plac
test measure.
bf small pegs into a prescribed row
I in* a 30 second trial is used as the
i n
" "^'"•
>
-- '•':' -V t -V-*
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Pencil Rotation: This task requires the subject to rotate an 8 inch
pencil using only the thumb, index,-and middle fingers. The top of the
pencil is rotated away from the body and each time the pencil reaches
"'•3;
the vertical position it is tapped on the surface of a table. The
subject is instructed to rotate and:"'tap as fast as possible without
dropping the pencil. The average number of taps over two 10 second
M
trials is used as the test measure.;!
Touch Sense: A Cochet and Bonnet raonofilaraent aesthesiometer con-
I
sisting of an adjustable nylon filament is used in this test. A 1 inch
stroke is applied to the dorsum of.the hand causing modest bending of
the filament. The longest length of filament (in centimeters) for
which the subject can fssl three of. three strokes with his eyes closed
is used as the test measure. .?.
Vibration Sense: An electrical vibrator, or biosthesiometer, isi
applied to the pad of the subject's index finger. With eyes closed,
the subject is asked to report when he first perceives the vibratory
stimulus. The stimulus is slowly incremented from an amplitude of zero,
and the average of three trials expressed in microns is used as the
test measure.
Position Seiise: This test measures the subject's ability to identify
the position of his joints with his eyes closed. The distal joint of
ur______ the i^ dex finger 'is examined first., Fo  trials are used. If the
' i * — — • - ,
subject correctly identifies the nature
on all 4 trials, the testing is ccmplet
f the examiner's passive positioning
i i
and a score of 1 is received.
If not, the examiner goes on to the proximal joint of the index finger
and then to the wrist, elbow, and shoulder, as needed, until the subject
responds correctly to all four trials. If the subject fails to respond
correctly on the shoulder joint a score of 6 is recorded. Integer scores
between 1 and 6 are possible with this scheme.
Two-Point DiscrJTnination: A Sweet two-coint compass is used to
apply the stimulus to the subject's index finger. The smallest distance
in millimeters that the subject recognizes correctly as two points on
3 consecutive trials is taken as the test measure.
SADLE Tests
With the exception of Putting on a Shirt, the subject begins each
test sitting in front of a table with his hands flexed and placed against
the edge of the table. The subject is instructed to complete the task
as rapidly as possible. Timing begins with the word "go" and continues
until the test is completed. Each test is repeated twice and measured
to the nearest 0.1 second. The test score is the average of the 2 trials.
Putting on a Shirts The subject is seated on the edge of a chair
fro it facing him. His instructions arej at
shi ?t, put his right arm through the right
the
arn
I > j
and is handed a man's long sleeve shirt, Cciffs unbuttoned) with the
•' .' i! I
the word "go" to take the
i
sleeve, bring the shirt to
11
 i ,}'•! I
top of his right shoulder, reach jbehirid:.his back, place his left
i ! I ' ii !l "I ' 1
through I the left sleeve, bring the
stiaighten the collar, and bring thejfiton* • f the shirt together.
over his left shoulder,
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Managing Buttons: A cloth covered beard with a 1 inch button
and a buttonhole and a similar board with a 1/2 inch button and buttonhole
are used in these tasks. The tasks are referred to as large and small
button, respectively. The subject is required to unbutton and then
button the cloth as quickly as possible.
Zipping a Garment: A cloth covered board with a 7 inch zipper is
placed in front of the subject who is instructed to open and close the
zipper twice as quickly as possible.
'j
Tying a Bow: A board with two 16 inch laces secured in the center
is placed in front of the subject with the laces placed in parallel
1 inch apart. The subject's task is to pick up the laces, tie a single
knot and then a bow,-
Cutting with a Knife: A 7 inch plate, held in place by a suction
device, is placed in front of the subject. A piece of permoplast, 3
inches x 3 inches x 3/8 inches, is placed in the center of the plate
with a knife placed to the right of the plate and a fork to the left.
The subject's task is to pick up the knife and fork, position them for
cutting, cut 2 bite-size pieces of permoplast, and place the utensils
on the ,plate.
Uding a Fork: A 7 inch plate
placed
plate.
i
brings
in front of the subject. A
with a 1/2 inch cube of permoplast is
i
fork is placed to the left of the
The subject picks up the fork^ spears the permoplast, and
it up to his mouth.
ii
1
Squeezing Toothpaste: A board^with a 1/2 inch line drawn in the
~" ~ "" ~~ ~~"- - " ~ - i&
;'~f?.
center and with an uncapped tube of-jtoothpaste on the right is placed
in front of the subject. The subject picks up the tube of toothpaste,
squeezes it onto the line, and outsethe tube back on the table.
Dialing a Telephone: A standard, spring loaded telephone is placed
directly in front of the subject. .Without lifting the receiver, the
1
subject dials 764-7172 which is written on a card in 3/8 inch letters
placed in front of the telephone, 'f
Manipulating Safety Pins: Two|standard 1 1/2 inch safety pins,
one opened and one closed, are placed in front of the subject. The
task is to pick up and close the first pin and then pick up and open
the second. «?
Putting on Gloves: A pair of garden gloves are placed in front
:
c/ i
of the subject whose task is to put on both gloves and clasp his hands
i
together with his fingers intertwined.
APPENDIX 3
INSTRUCTIONS READ TO SUBJECTS BEFORE
ADMINISTRATION OF TRACKING TEST BATTERY
"Please be seated. Placs your right arm on the control stick,
grasping the handle so that your upper arm is vertical. Hake yourself
comfortable and remain in this position during the tests.
"You are about to take part in a tracking test examination that
measures different aspects of your ability to coordinate your eyes and
hand. (Experimenter turns up scope intensity) You now see two vertical
lines near the center of the screen. The large vertical line is now
stationary. The position of the small vertical line is controlled by
movements of the control stick. In general, if you want the small line
to move to the left you must move the control stick to the left; and
if you want the line to move to the right, move the control stick to
the right. Your task in this set of tests will be either to match the
movement of the large target line or to compensate for movements of the
small line away from the large line."
Familiarization Procedure
"Your first task is to test the .
siti ply moving the stick back anii forth
lit a within the limits of the screenL bu
JUE i|i
L
move fipee and easy. The tfrial
i •' ".'
"Your next task is to move the control
i • ,3 • J ,r ' in
rat idl" as 5ossible again keeping tm
a
lit
1J17;
'!L stick action and "feel" by
.j steady rate. Keetp the small,
I IB'li
if
n't worry about being exact
t for one minuteJ
stick back and'forth as
line,'within the limits of j
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the screen. I will tell you when to start and stop. The trial will
last for 20 seconds.
"Now that you have become somewhat familiar with the characteristics
of the control stick, we are ready to begin the tests."
Step Tracking :-.
"As we start the first test the large vertical line or target will
move to the right of the screen. Position the control stick so that the
small vertical line or follower lines up with the target. VJhen we begin
the test the target will jump suddenly to the left and then to the right
and so forth at approximately 5 second intervals. Your task is to follow
the target with the follower by proper movement of the control stick.
Make your movements as fast and accurate as possible after the target
makes its jump. Hold the stick steady until the next jump. Do not worry
if you overshoot the target and have to move the stick back. You will
be scored on how fast you react to target movements as well as how fast
you perform your movements. Each trial will consist of 6 jumps. There
will be 5 trials with a rest in between. Any questions?"
Random;Tracking
! i i
"In this test the large target!line will remain fixed in the center
of the
positim. When the test begins th
back a id forth across the screen i
jbegin
center
screen. You should begin by having the control stick in the center
noving the control stick to
of the screen as possible.
j small vertical line will start moving
random manner. You must then
i : ;jep ithe small line as near td the
you must compensate for its
':£
'1
llf
';
movements . The task is much like driving a small sports car down a
winding road under conditions of po^ r visability such as fog. Your
score will depend on the average deviation of the follower from the
J«J
center. There will be five 75 second trials. Any questions?"
'ir
•3-
Critical Tracking £|
---- — ---- •-— - - ' t-y
. ?.!
"In this test the target also remains in the center and you should
O77
begin by having the control stick in the center. When the test begins
'rf
the small follower line will begin Amoving off the screen in one direction
or the other. You must again compensate by moving the control stick to
•',* *?'
keep the line in the center. In this test, however, the line will res-
pond more sluggishly to your movements than before so you must make
your movements more quickly. As time increases it will become more
'«•?'
difficult to keep the line in the center; The more you allow the line
to stray from center, the harder it will be to control. This test is
analogous to driving a truck without brakes down a hill with the speed
gradually increasing as you go. The test ends when you can no longer
keep the truck from going off the road into the ditch. Your score
depends on how long you keep the line on the screen. There will be
20 trials with a;short rest between each 5 trials. Any questions?"
APPENDIX C
INSTRUMENTATION
The apparatus used in the tracking studies consisted of the
following parts:
I. Function generators
A. Series of timer-relays for generating rectangular pulses
for step trakcing (Figure C.I)
B. Pseudo-random binary noise generator and analog filters
for random tracking input (Figures C.2 and C.3)
II. Computing equipment
A. Twenty-four amplifier A.D--I analog eoznputer
1. To prepare function generator signals for display
2. To compute performance measures
3. To simulate controlled element dynamics
B. Logic circuitry
i.
1. To properly time different aspects of tracking tasks
2. To control critical t
III. Display equipment • I
A. Subject oriented: Dumorit
isx; (Figure
\7 ,7A Large Screen Indicator
and special circuitry;to.splat beam into target and
follower signals (Figure;Gi
i II5. Experimenter oriented!
1 !
I :: '• t
1. Digital voltmeter to
I N -
lay performance scoresi
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2. Brush recorder to display time tracings
3. Mosley x-y plotter to display phase plane trajectories
IV. Position control stick designed and constructed by the
University of Michigan Man-Machine Systems Laboratory
V. Four channel Ampex SP-300 FM recorder to obtain permanent
tracking records
The low frequency random voltage used as a target signal in the
random tracking task was obtained from a 12 stage sequence generator
followed by a low-pass analog filter (Figure C.2). The sequence
generator is a clock driven shift register with the modulo-two sum of
the twelvth, sixth, fourth, and first stages fed back to the first stage.
With this feedback, the output is a pesudo-random sequence of period 2 .
where N is the number of stages, in this case, 12. This can be shown
to be the period which can be obtained using an N stage register. The
sequence is then low-pass filtered to provide analog noise with closely
controlled characteristics.
The clock frequency chosen is a function of the cutoff frequency
of the low-pass filter. The clock frequ
cu
to
wi
It
ab
:off frequency to ensure that the analpj
the bandwidth of the filter. However
; -\ -
.1 result in a skewed analogjnoisei amplitude distribution (Gilson,
ei c'y must be high compared to the
jnoise has a flat spectrum out
too high of a clock frequency
has been found that a clock
>ut 20 toi 1 yields an analog5signal iwijti
Ga jssian amplitude distributiop. Fojr;
! I ! ii' I | i . Ifrequency; to cutoff frequency;ratio of
i closely approximated
i !
rtoffj frequency1 of 0.3 rad p
9
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second that was used in this set of experiments, a clock frequency of
1.5 hz was used. This yields a ratio of 30 which is sufficiently close
to the optimum ratio to produce satisfactory results.
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APPENDIX D
. *
TECHNIQUE FOR OBTAINING POWER SPECTRAL DENSITIES
'"'
ri
£
Error power spectral density functions were obtained from a computer
analysis of the error records for the random tracking task. The analysis
• 'j>:
makes use of programs written by Stern (1971).
As implemented, the technique involves calculation of the error
autocorrelation function and subsequent computation of its Fourier trans-
•¥
form to obtain the error power spectral density function (Figure D.I).
The autocorrelation function is defined as:
1
R (T) = limit JJT / e(t)e(t - T)dt.
ee
In practice, it is possible to correlate only over a finite time span
and thus obtain only an estimate of the true function. For this purpose,
i
an on-line continuous correlation program for a Hewlett-Packard 2115A
mini-computer was employed. The error signal was sampled at 20 times
per second and correlation functions were processed in blocks of 256 samples.
Each newly calculated correlation function was averaged with the previous
estimate to obtain the-current average estimate. The error records
consisted of fiv
was based on the
: 75 second runs, and the final correlation estimate
average of 25 blocks of 256 sample each.
IIThe error pbwer spectral densitites were obtained by Fourier
_.__ _ (4—I ~
•; •' n i
transforming R (T) as shown in the fo
ee
ee
= / R <T)
ee
m.
lowing relationship:
dt.
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A 256 point Fast Fourier Transform based on the algorithm developed by
Cooley and Tukey (1965) was used for the integration process. Since (auto)
power spectral density functions have a zero phase angle for all fre-
quencies, only the magnitude of S (f) was considered.
i
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